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Envision Eugene

Executive Summary

A Vision for Eugene
Communities are defined by their geography and natural
surroundings, the buildings and structures they create, and the
people that live in them. Reflecting these qualities in a plan for
the future is a science and an art. Envision Eugene took on this
task by engaging a broad spectrum of community members.
Together they helped form the vision for Eugene and create the
framework for a 20 year plan; the heart of our community is
reflected through this work .
The seven pillars of Envision Eugene reflect the values of the
community and are the foundation from which the draft
recommendation emerged. Just as the pillars were developed
by dedicated community members, the technical work that has
taken place over the last year has been overseen and enriched
by the expertise and passion of many volunteers.

The Seven Pillars of
Envision Eugene
• Provide ample economic opportunities
for all community members
• Provide housing affordable to all
income levels
• Plan for climate change and energy
resiliency
• Promote compact urban development
and efficient transportation options
• Protect, repair, and enhance
neighborhood livability
• Protect, restore, and enhance natural
resources
• Provide for adaptable, flexible and
collaborative implementation
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Growing Responsibly

Eugene is expected to grow by an additional 34,000 people over the
next 20 years. Developing a plan to accommodate Eugene’s growth
is critical to maintain the current livability and sense of place that we
know and love. As we accommodate more people and jobs, we will
need to expand the Urban Growth Boundary by a modest amount.
The Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) is the line that delineates the
urban services of the city from the farm and forest lands that
surround us. Eugene has not had to expand its boundary by any
significant extent since the boundary was established in 1982. As
our population grows over the next 20 years by approximately 20%,
there is a need to increase our UGB by only 3%. We propose doing
this in the most responsible and thoughtful manner possible,
understanding the importance of compact growth and preserving
prime agricultural and forest lands.

Land for Jobs

According to the Oregon Employment Department, Eugene can
expect up to 35,800 additional jobs in the next 20 years. Job growth
is expected to outpace population growth in part because Eugene is
the job center for the region. New jobs will also make up for job
losses that we have experienced in the last several years. We must
be poised for this job growth in ways that help increase the wages
of those already living and working in Eugene. For several decades,
Lane County’s average wage has been lower than the state average.
In the last 10 years, this gap has widened significantly to reflect an
average local wage that is 11%-16% below the state average. This is
a trend that our elected officials have committed to reversing. To
bring that commitment to reality, there are many actions that must
be undertaken.
• We must make better use of the land inside the current
UGB. Through investments in redevelopment in the
downtown, along key transit corridors, and in core commercial areas, additional commercial employment and
multi-family housing will revitalize many parts of the
community. There are also empty buildings for new and
growing companies to retrofit and refill, as well as underutilized properties within the current UGB that need to be
cleaned up and assembled to create larger lots that are
suited for additional business and employment.
• We must provide enough land for businesses and jobs.
Eugene has lost many locally grown businesses over the
last several years because we did not have adequate land
for them to be able to expand their operations. The
reason to expand the UGB by approximately 475 acres for
12 new industrial sites is to provide enough land for
local companies to expand and to attract new and
sustainable businesses to the area.
ii

• We must be flexible and prepared to take advantage of
the next economy. Preparing Eugene for the next economy requires adding flexibility to how we define commercial and industrial jobs, how we use land, and how we
approach development in our community. An additional
study will determine where flexibility is appropriate and
how best to achieve it.

Land for Homes

Approximately 15,000 additional homes are expected in the next 20
years. Some of these will be single-family homes and others will be
multi-family homes like duplexes, apartments and condominiums.
• We must use our existing land wisely and efficiently.
Future multi-family homes are planned to stay inside the
current UGB, with a focus on downtown, key transit corridors and commercial areas. By investing in these areas, a
more compact urban form can develop that is less depen  dent on cars as well as being more affordable and convenient for residents. This will also protect the character and
livability of existing neighborhoods. Additional work is
needed to create compatible transitions between areas of
higher density housing and single-family neighborhoods
in concert with the work of the infill compatibility
standards project.
• We must continue to provide opportunities to meet our
single-family housing demand. These homes will occur in
large part on land that is inside the current UGB and is
vacant or partially vacant. However, the UGB will be
expanded by approximately 350 acres to accommodate
the remaining 900 homes needed. This UGB expansion for
single-family homes will occur in two separate areas that
can be comprehensively planned for livable neighborhoods that have a rich mixture of schools, parks, homes,
jobs and services close at hand.

Land for Parks and Schools

Some of Eugene’s most beloved assets are its numerous parks and
open spaces that span from the ridgeline to the river, creating the
very backbone of Eugene. As Eugene grows, its park system must
also grow and this land has been accounted for both inside the
current UGB, and in two expansion areas.
• We must continue to enhance our livability through  
parks. A community park for Santa Clara has long been a
need in northwest Eugene, and bringing this land into the
UGB is a first step towards its future development. Similarly, Golden Gardens Community Park in the Bethel area
of West Eugene will be included in the new UGB.
iii

• We must provide opportunities to expand our school facilities to
accommodate growth. While land for schools remains fairly plentiful
in many parts of Eugene, there is a need for an additional school
facility for Bethel School District. A parcel of land owned
by the School District, and adjacent to Golden Gardens is also
included in the new UGB.
Expansion Need
Land for Jobs
Land for Homes

Estimated Expansion Amount
12 sites (~ 475 acres*)
910 homes (~ 350 acres**)

Land for Parks and Schools

322 acres

Summary
In summary, through the smart investment of limited resources we
can focus new development on existing lands. In doing so, we create
a more compact city that is economically revitalized and poised for a
sustainable future. The addition of a modest amount of land to our
UGB will address the needs for future jobs, homes, parks and schools.
This plan marks the beginning of a set of tasks that are needed to
achieve the community’s vision. New tools will complement existing
proven strategies for managing growth and realizing the community’s
best outcomes. Detailed planning of key transit corridors and core
commercial areas will be pursued to take a more focused look at
specific areas of town that may be able to accommodate additional
jobs and multi-family homes. As always, community involvement will
be a cornerstone of this work. Improving Eugene’s land use code is
also a significant goal of Envision Eugene.
Simplifying the regulatory framework and focusing on design will
support the city’s desired urban form, fostering the type of
development included in the vision. A five year cycle of monitoring,
evaluating and adjusting will accompany this future work and help to
ensure that tools stay relevant and we stay on course for a livable,
sustainable, beautiful and prosperous Eugene.
Current Population in
Eugene UGB

179,000 people

Current Number of Acres
in Eugene UGB

34,484 acres

Increase in Population
over 20 years

34,000

Increase in Acres over
20 years

~ 1,150 acres

Percent increase in
Population

19%

Approximate Percentage
Increase in Acres

3%

* Land for jobs acreage is based on representative examples and should be used for illustrative purposes only.
** Land for homes acreage is subject to change following additional analysis of the capacity of expansion areas,
natural resource inventories, and an update of the buildable lands inventory.
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Community Vision for
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• Map is not tax lot specific and is for illustrative purposes only.
• See Technical Summaries for additional information.
• This map shows uncompleted planned park and open space projects listed
in the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Project and Priority Plan (2006).
Implementation of these projects will be dependent on future funding for
aquisition, design, construction, and on-going maintenance, as well as future
policy direction.
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Envision Eugene
Introduction
Two primary goals of the Envision Eugene project are to: 1) determine how Eugene will accommodate the
next 20 years of growth in our community as required by state law, and 2) create a future that is livable,
sustainable, beautiful and prosperous. The project kicked off in May 2010 with a series of community
meetings and a year of collaborative and in-depth conversations with a wide variety of thoughtful and
knowledgeable community members – the Community Resource Group .
In March of 2011, a draft proposal titled “Envision Eugene: A Legacy of Livability,” was published, setting
a course for a new and sustainable vision for the future of Eugene. Seven pillars, or major objectives,
defined the framework for the vision and reflect Eugene’s collective community values and best
outcomes. Each pillar is accompanied by strategies and actions to implement the vision.
Since March of 2011, staff and committee work has focused on refining the draft strategies and actions.
The Technical Resource Group , a committee made up of community members with technical expertise,
spent hundreds of hours vetting data and analysis. While they did not vet all the information that formed
the basis for this recommendation, or the recommendation itself, their work has been invaluable in
providing a solid basis for the recommendation. Six open houses and an online open house were held to
share interim work products with the general public. Each month, a project e-newsletter is sent to over
400 people.

Community Resource Group
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Technical Resource Group November 2011 Meeting

This document presents the land need for housing, jobs, parks, and schools; recommends an Urban
Growth Boundary to accommodate the need; and outlines strategies and actions necessary to manage
growth in line with the community vision. Strategies and actions for each of the seven pillars have
been updated to reflect work to date, and a series of Technical Summaries explain the assumptions and
calculations behind the land need determination. Accompanying maps illustrate areas for additional
housing, jobs, schools, and parks, and areas to focus our future investments. And for those interested in
even more detailed information, additional reports, summaries and maps are available on the website at
www.envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo and through live links in the Technical Summaries.

For additional information and to learn
about public feedback opportunities,
please visit the project website at www.
envisioneugene.org or contact Terri
Harding, Public Involvement Manager,
at terri.l.harding@ci.eugene.or.us, or
(541) 682-5635.

Public Open House
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Pillars
Strategies
& Actions
7 Pillars of Envision Eugene
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Envision Eugene

Provide Ample Economic
Opportunities for all
Community Members

In the last decade, employees in Lane County averaged an 11%-16% lower wage than in the rest of the state.
In response to this trend as well as growing unemployment in the region, the Joint Elected Officials of Eugene, Springfield and Lane County approved the Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan . The two
goals of this plan are to 1) reduce the local unemployment rate to or below the state average and 2) increase
the average wage to or above the state average. To meet the economic needs of Eugene residents today
and in the future, we will pursue a multi-faceted approach that utilizes several strategies:

1. Continue to implement the Joint Elected Officials Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan.
Implementation will include the following actions in support of the Plan.
a. Plan for an employment growth rate of 1.4 %. This
growth rate translates into an increase in 35,800 jobs
over 20 years.
b. Prepare four 10-20 acre industrial sites for
development to meet Eugene’s industrial land need
inside the existing UGB through the consolidation of
small underutilized industrial sites and/or through the
clean-up of existing brownfield sites.
• Explore the feasibility of an Industrial Land
Trust as a possible implementation tool (using
approaches demonstrated successfully in the
		
West Eugene Wetlands Partnership).
c. Work with property owners of current vacant or
developed industrial lands, especially those larger
than 25 acres, to reduce the financial and regulatory
obstacles to development, with a goal of making
these sites ready for development.
d. Expand the UGB to provide 12 medium-large sized
industrial sites (~475 acres) for key industries and
to accommodate the growth needs of existing
businesses. The identified expansion area is north of
Clear Lake Road and east of the Eugene Airport.
e. Establish legal parameters to ensure that these
medium-large sized industrial sites cannot be
partitioned or re-designated from their intended use.

Brownfields
The Environmental Protection Agency
defines “brownfield” as polluted or
contaminated lands that need to be
cleaned up before they can be used
again.

For more information on industrial land need, see
the Technical Summary .
2-1

Provide Ample Economic Opportunities
for all Community Members
2. Meet all of the 20-year commercial land needs (office and

retail) within the existing urban growth boundary (UGB). (Note:
this does not preclude the inclusion of small amounts of commercial lands within areas that expand to accommodate other uses).
For more information on commercial land need, see the Technical
Summary .

Farmer’s Market

a. Conduct a parcel evaluation to add flexibility to at least 75 acres of
smaller-sized, underutilized industrial lands in the Campus Industrial
designation as well as in west Eugene to a commercial or flexible
employment designation.
b. Integrate new development and redevelopment in the downtown, on
key transit corridors and in core commercial areas. (See the Promote
Compact Urban Development pillar for additional strategies and
actions.)

3. Support the Sustainable Business Initiative which includes

the goals of emphasizing local strengths and opportunities,
building on existing business clusters, and long-term retention of
businesses, through the following actions:

Bike Friday photo: www.bikefriday.com

a. Conduct a feasibility study of a green industry cluster around clean
technology, environmental services, waste remediation and wood
products, potentially integrating local FSC (Forest Stewardship
Council)- certified lumber with favored distribution of LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)- related products in
the Seattle-to-San Francisco region.
b. Conduct a feasibility study of developing an intermodal rail-truck
transport hub.
c. Actively promote and invest in technological innovations that
support business growth such as high speed rail and a broadband
data network.

The Regional Prosperity Economic
Development Plan
lists a variety of actions aimed at supporting and improving the local economy. The plan also identifies several key industries for our regional economy such as clean tech/renewable energy, health/wellness, advanced manufacturing and software. To view the plan, go to www.eugene-or.gov/nextecon

2-2

4. Support the development or redevelopment of industrial sites

that are and will remain outside the UGB as part of a regional strategy.
a. Support Lane County’s efforts in establishing an employment center
in Goshen.

Best Outcomes

Burley Designs photo:www.burley.com

- Statements from Community Resource Group Participants

“Eugene offers good living wage jobs to
a wide spectrum of workers with varied
skills.”
“We will have an ample amount of land
ready for development when a job/income producing firm comes to town
with an interest in building a facility
here. “

Arcimoto test vehicle photo:www.arcimoto.com

“We develop a strong commercial or industrial base with family wage jobs.”
Ninkasi Brewery photo:www.saveur-biere.com
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Land for Jobs
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Envision Eugene

Provide Housing Affordable
to All Income Levels

Affordable Housing often pertains to not-for-profit housing developments that offer lower cost housing through government subsidies.   
Housing Affordability refers to a broader concept of subsidized and
market-rate housing that is affordable to the various income levels that
make up a community’s population. Over the past thirty years, housing
costs in Eugene (both renting and purchasing) have far outpaced increases in wages. The result is that in
2010, 44% of Eugene households were considered housing cost burdened. Housing cost burdened is a
federal guideline that means that 30 percent or more of a household’s income is spent on housing costs.
A mixture of housing types at various levels of affordability will help meet our community’s diverse and
changing needs.  To meet the housing affordability needs of all Eugene residents today and in the future,
we will undertake the following strategies:

1. Plan for a higher proportion of new housing stock to be multi-

family than the 39% of multi-family that currently exists. Increasing
the proportion of multi-family housing is intended to expand the
variety of housing types and the prices available, and to address
shifting demographic trends towards an aging population and
smaller household size.
Approximately 15,000 new homes are expected to be constructed
in the next 20 years. A mix of 55% single-family and 45% multifamily is being planned for the new homes. When combined with
Eugene’s existing inventory of housing, this represents an overall
mix of 60% single-family and 40% multi-family homes.

Housing Affordability
A typical national standard used
to determine housing affordability
is that a household should pay
no more than 30 percent of their
income on housing. In 2010, 44
percent of Eugene households
paid more than 30 percent (58
percent of renters, 31 percent of
homeowners).

Multi-Family Housing
Multi-family housing is typically attached housing including building types like duplexes,
triplexes, small and large apartment complexes, and condominiums.

Duplex

Small scale apartments

West Town on 8th

2-5

Provide Housing Affordable
to All Income Levels
2. 100% of the multi-family housing need can be accommodated

inside the current UGB. Although there is a deficit of land currently
available to meet the 20-year need, programs and actions will be
put in place to increase the number of multi-family homes that are
constructed in the downtown, along key transit corridors, and in core
commercial areas. For more information on multi-family homes, see
the Technical Summary.

3. 90% of the land needed for new single-family homes can be

accommodated inside the current UGB. For more information on
single-family homes, see the Technical Summary.

Secondary Dwelling Unit

a. Re-designate selected areas that are more suited to single-family housing
than multi-family housing. Approximately 658 additional single-family
homes can be accommodated on approximately 236 acres inside the
current UGB by re-designating areas in north and west Eugene for singlefamily uses. This number will be refined through additional planning of
the west Eugene study area.
b. The UGB will be expanded to accommodate the remaining 10%, or 910
single-family homes that cannot be accommodated inside the existing
UGB. This expansion will consist of approximately 350 acres of land in the
following areas:
• Clear Lake area- 520 homes on 150 acres
• Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill area- 390 homes on 200 acres

4. For expansion areas, complete master planning that includes

Alley access unit

coordination of key services and utilities, appropriate development
guidelines and requirements that promote housing options, increase
housing affordability, reinforce compact urban development goals,
protect natural resources and promote neighborhood compatibility.
Development guidelines and requirements could include:
a. Design standards, in collaboration with ICS, to address compatibility.
b. Flexible land use codes, such as opportunities to reduce minimum
allowable lot size from 4,500 square feet, to create smaller houses, and to
create a greater mix of housing types for different income levels.
c. Financial incentives, such as restructured SDCs, to encourage smaller lot/
smaller home development.
d. Planned locations for new key transportation facilities, utilities, protected
natural resources, and parks and open space amenities.

Clustered housing

2-6

5. Expand housing variety and choice by facilitating the building of smaller, clustered and attached housing.
a. Develop and apply design guidelines, consistent with the goals of Infill Compatibility Standards (ICS) to address
compatibility, while increasing flexibility in land use regulations to achieve desired outcomes.
b. Evaluate land use code and permitting processes to identify and remove barriers to clustered and attached housing,
alley access lots, and secondary dwelling units.
c. Promote existing incentives such as EWEB small house incentives.
d. Assess benefits of new incentives such as restructuring systems development charges (SDCs), implementing a
marketing program for small, clustered and attached housing, and providing loans that reduce the risk of attached
housing financing.

6.  Assess the applicability of a housing and transportation affordability index.  This index rates

neighborhoods based on the combined cost of housing and transportation, which may be a better indicator
of affordability than housing costs alone.  In addition, explore the applicability of an index that includes
housing utility costs.
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7.  Support subsidized affordable housing projects with a goal of

providing 500 affordable housing units every 5 years as stated in the
Eugene-Springfield Consolidated Plan 2010 .
a. Continue existing City programs such as Low Income Rental Housing
Property Tax Exemption, Controlled Income and Rent Density Bonus,
and system development charge (SDC) grants. Continue use of federal
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) HOME Investment
Partnership Program to support development and rehabilitation of
affordable housing through landbanking, acquisition and development
subsidies, and rehabilitation loans.
b. Assess the effectiveness of existing programs and explore identification
of new incentives such as a new foreclosure assistance/purchase
program, increasing local subsidies, providing infrastructure to
affordable housing projects and permit fee reductions.
c. Evaluate land use code and permitting processes to identify and
remove barriers to affordable housing (i.e. requirement for commercial
on ground floor).
d. Evaluate publicly-owned surplus land as sites for future affordable
housing developments.
e. Continue existing programs such as Homebuyer Assistance Program,
which offers down payment assistance for low-income, first-time
homebuyers.
f. Continue to integrate housing for various income levels into existing
neighborhoods consistent with the City’s housing dispersal policy.
g. Look for opportunities to incorporate affordable housing projects
into area planning (such as coordinating the land bank program with
planning of key corridors).
h. Re-designate the former Naval Reserve site, currently owned by the city,
to multi-family housing for a future affordable housing development.

8. Continue existing programs that support the preservation

and maintenance of existing affordable housing stock.  These
programs benefit both low income homeowners and renters
and include funding for acquisition of existing rental housing,
rental rehabilitation loans, homeowner rehabilitation loans, and
emergency home repair loans.

Prairie View - Affordable Housing

Housing Consolidation Plan
The Eugene-Springfield 2010
Consolidated Plan presents a
strategic vision for housing and
community development for the
period beginning in July 2010
and ending in June 2015. The
goals, strategies, and activities
outlined in the Consolidated Plan
are based on priorities identified
through an analysis of community
needs and an extensive community outreach process. To view
the plan, go to www.eugene-or.
gov/hudconplan

Best Outcomes

- Statements from Community
Resource Group Participants

“We create a mix of housing
types that fit market
demand and there are good
desirable housing options
for everyone.”
“We have good looking,
pleasant, livable affordable
homes.”
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Plan for Climate Change and
Energy Resiliency
Cities are on the front line for mitigating the economic and social impacts
of energy price volatility, reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated
with the built environment, and preparing for changes in regional climate.
Several strategies in other parts of this document also address climate
change and energy price volatility, particularly those under the pillars
pertaining to compact urban development, natural resources and flexible
implementation. In addition to those strategies, the following strategies
are consistent with the 2010 Climate and Energy Action Plan and will work
to protect our population and our environment, by mitigating and
preparing for future uncertainties of a changing climate and rising fuel
prices.

1. Plan for growth so that an increasing proportion of residents live in

20-Minute Neighborhoods where residents can meet most of their daily
needs near their homes without the use of an automobile. This strategy is
intended to reduce the need for, and reliance on, motorized forms of
transportation.
a. Utilize the city-wide 20-Minute Neighborhoods assessment to identify
location opportunities for flexible codes, transportation infrastructure
improvements, parks and open space, partnerships and incentives.
b. Plan residential expansion areas to support 20-Minute Neighborhoods.

2. Make energy efficiency in buildings and vehicles the first line of action

20-Minute
Neighborhoods
20-Minute Neighborhoods are
walkable neighborhoods with
plenty of services to meet most
of residents’ basic needs, such as
parks, schools, shopping and
dining. Walkable neighborhoods
are well connected with transit
service, streets, sidewalks and
paths, and offer trees, lights, safe
crossings and a pleasant
pedestrian environment.
Supporting these qualities is an
important recommendation of
the Community Climate and
Energy Action Plan for a
healthier, more resilient
community.

in reducing energy dependence and greenhouse gas emissions.

a. Future policy decisions should support the Pedestrian and Bicycle
Master Plan and the Eugene Transportation System Plan , and facilitate
collaboration with Lane Transit District (LTD) to complete the EmX bus
rapid transit system, and efforts to encourage existing and new homes
and businesses to be energy efficient.
b. Plan for changes in electricity generation and distribution methods and
the resulting effects on land use.
c. Take full advantage of energy efficiency opportunities in retrofits and
renovations to existing buildings as a form of energy efficient
redevelopment.
d. As redevelopment occurs, facilitate local generation of renewable
energy and low-carbon transportation options.
Neighborhood business
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Plan for Climate Change and
Energy Resiliency
3. Reduce physical and economic risks to people and property arising
from climate change and energy price volatility.

a. Plan for increased frequency of flooding, increased risk of wildfires
(particularly in the south hills), and increased risk of landslides
(particularly on steep slopes).
b. Anticipate and plan for climate and energy related impacts to food
production and distribution, housing, emergency services, and urban
infrastructure (i.e. water, sewer, energy, and streets ), in coordination
with the Eugene-Springfield Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan.
c. Facilitate urban agriculture by evaluating and removing barriers in the
land use code and permitting processes to the development of
home-grown food sources, including backyard and community
gardens, urban food orchards, and micro-livestock, in accordance with
the Food Security Scoping and Resource Plan.

Local farm

4. Align incentives, costs and city processes to promote resource

efficient buildings, smaller homes and development towards the city
core.
a. Complete an assessment of incentives, including implementation of
variable or restructured systems development charges (SDCs).
Transportation options

Best Outcomes - Statements from Community Resource Group Participants
“Eugene is nationally recognized as a model for how to create 20-minute
neighborhoods.”
“We continue our reputation as a livable, bikeable, green city but also embrace how we
need to change.”
“Corridors are transformed into beautiful walkable streets that have vibrant nodes of
housing and services that facilitate “20-minute living.”
“Quality of life goes up and we protect valuable farm land and grow in a way that is
consistent with our values.”
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Promote Compact Urban
Development and Efficient
Transportation Options
Promoting compact urban development and efficient transportation options are long-held community
values in Eugene. From the days of “nodal development” and “mixed use centers”, the objectives remain
the same: to integrate the closely-connected needs of land use and transportation (i.e. walking, biking,
riding and driving) in our community, and to make the most efficient use of land and financial resources.
The strategies for reaching these objectives have evolved and improved. The following strategies take
into account market forces, current transit planning concepts, and urban design to achieve compact urban
development and efficient transportation options:

1.

Meet all of the 20-year multi-family
housing and commercial job needs within the
existing UGB. (Note: this does not preclude
the inclusion of small amounts of multi-family
housing and commercial retail lands within
areas that expand to accommodate other
uses). For more information on commercial
land, see the Technical Summary.
a. Integrate new development and redevelopment
in the downtown, on key transit corridors, and
in core commercial areas. Key transit corridors
are streets that have, or are planned to have,
frequent transit service (approximately every 15
minutes or less). This frequent transit service is
often accompanied by nearby amenities such as
parks, commercial attractions or employment
centers, and higher density housing that enable
shorter trips and less reliance on the
automobile. Core commercial areas are also
served with frequent transit service and have a
high concentration of commercial retail services.

Downtown, Key Transit Corridors and Core Commercial Areas
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Promote Compact Urban Development and
Efficient Transportation Options
2. Facilitate the transformation of downtown, key transit corridors

Lake Lewisville
T

and core commercial areas as mixed-use neighborhoods that foster
active, walkable, community living by providing a mix of residential,
commercial, retail, and public uses in proximity to one another.

North Garden Ridge Blvd

Area Planning
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Area Planning considers all the features,
natural and built, of special places along
key transit corridors and in core commercial
centers, to create a vision to foster vital and
sustainable redevelopment in areas with the
potential to become active centers for living
IH-35 Conceptual Study
and working.
Corridor Development Plan I-35E Corridor
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Parks and Open Space
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Main St

a. Continue to implement the strategies and actions in the Eugene
Downtown Plan, adopted in 2004.
b. Create area plans for key transit corridors and core commercial areas.
Use urban design to integrate a mix of commercial and residential uses,
transportation, parking, parks and open space, and historical and
cultural resources.
• Recognize the unique characteristics of each area and providelocalized consideration and treatment in planning the area, and
as necessary, in the land use code.
• Plan for phased implementation, which allows for a gradual
integration of existing uses with new development over time.
Accommodate existing businesses and non-conforming uses.
• Consider street design and other public improvement designs
that foster pedestrian-friendly, compact urban development, in
coordination with the Eugene Transportation System Plan and
the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
• Consider the consensus report of the West Eugene Collaborative
as an example outline of an area plan for the West 11th area.

South

Willamette
Concept Plan

3. Protect adjacent neighborhoods and provide housing options by

rkway
on Pa
Amaz

*

23rd Avenue

using transitions between commercial/ higher density residential
uses and lower-density/ single-family neighborhoods in accordance
with the compatibility goals of the Infill Compatibility Standards and
Opportunity Siting projects.

24th Avenue

26th Avenue

26th Avenue

27th Avenue

Willamette Street

Amazon
Park

Amazon Parkway

28th Avenue

Woodfield
Station

Mixed-Use

Ferry Street

Apartments

Mill Street

Cottage Cluster, Courtyard
Housing, Rowhouse

High Street

Oak Street

Study Areas

Pearl Street

29th Avenue

Key

a. Utilize area planning efforts to identify transition areas and tools; for
example, building height step downs, traffic calming, and landscaping.
b. Identify and apply implementation tools, such as overlay zones, formbased code, and design review.
c. Promote the development of diverse housing choices that are
affordable for all income levels.

*

Taller Apartment

Willard
School

Bike

High Street

25th Avenue

Portland Street

South Willamette Street corridor project
will begin Spring of 2012. The goal of
this project is to create a balanced
multi-modal transportation design to
accommodate pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists, and transit users.
See the Pedestrian & Bicycle Master Plan
for additional input to the project.

*

24th Place
Oak Street

24th Place

Upcoming Willamette St.
TransportationStudy

*

LTD
Station

Taller Apartment
Commercial
Safe, Attractive
Pedestrian Experience
Heart of the
Walkable District
Shared Parking
Open Space/Green Streets

*

Gateways
Future BRT Route
Bicycle Connections
Pedestrian Connections
Commercial Streets
Important Street
Connections

*

31st Avenue

Putting It All
Together

The South Willamette pilot project uses area
planning and visioning to involve residents,
businesses, developers and the city in
creating a long-term plan that integrates new
multi-family housing and commercial uses.
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West Eugene
Collaborative
The West Eugene Collaborative was a broad-based community
partnership aimed at finding an integrated land use and
transportation solution to west Eugene’s transportation
challenges. The group operated in a collaborative, consensusbuilding style and addressed complex, inter-related issues. For
more information, see www.westeugenecollaborative.org.

4. Make compact urban development easier in the downtown, on key transit corridors, and in core
commercial areas.

a. Identify and remove regulatory barriers (i.e., parking requirements, ground floor commercial requirement, floor area
ratio [FAR] requirements, restructuring the Traffic Impact Analysis requirement within core commercial areas and
corridors, and others).
b. Change the land use code to increase flexibility for compatible uses within industrial and commercial zones.
c. Complete a feasibility study for the formation of Compact Urban Development Districts that would reduce the
financial and regulatory obstacles in the downtown, on key transit corridors, and in core commercial areas.
d. Complete an assessment of implementing restructured SDCs, with the purpose of recognizing reduced impacts of
smaller home footprints and denser development.
e. Explore and apply additional incentives such as infrastructure improvements, tax incentives, loan programs, and
public/private partnerships. Identify tools that can be utilized repeatedly such as a revolving redevelopment fund.
f. Identify and apply implementation tools, such as new overlay zones, form-based codes, and an alternative review path
that increase flexibility.
g. Ensure that the transportation system can support planned densities (in coordination with the Eugene Transportation
System Plan).

5. Conduct a pilot project, incorporating strategies 2, 3 and 4

above to demonstrate how builders, neighbors, and the city work
together to create best outcomes.
a. Identify focus areas that are likely to change, are economically viable,
and offer the potential for success.
b. Consider a pilot project in the area between downtown and the
University of Oregon. This area is bordered by the Willamette River, is
currently served by EmX, and is experiencing high levels of development interest and activity.

Removing Barriers
One Example: Some commercial
zones call for mixed use buildings
that require commercial uses to be
located on the street level, with
housing above. While the market
may support the housing, it
doesn’t always work for the
commercial use. Because of this
requirement, potentially good
projects are not able to happen.
By changing this, and allowing for
future flexibility (i.e., that the
ground floor could be converted
to commercial use later), more
housing and job needs can be met
on existing lands.

Infrastructure and Placemaking
What makes a place great? Often, it’s a park, a plaza, a comfortable street, or something else that sets
it apart from other places. One way to support redevelopment and density is to build plazas, parks,
beautiful streets, art, and other features that enhance private development and attract people.
2-13

6. Plan for additional parks, plazas and other public open spaces
that will be needed in or near key transit corridors and core commercial areas as densities increase.

a. Identify parks and open space needs through individual area planning
efforts.
b. As the city updates its Comprehensive Plan for Parks, Recreation and
Open Space, consider the park needs in areas of high population
density and develop funding strategies to meet those needs.

Redevelopment
strategies
should be
aggressive but
realistic.

Artist’s concept of future development along Franklin Boulevard, showing multi-way boulevard

Best Outcomes

- Statements from Community Resource Group Participants

“Our transit corridors will transform to attractive livable spaces that people
can be proud of.”
“Incentives are provided to implement strategies and density is increased
while quality of life is maintained.”
“We work together through this conflict to find elegant solutions to big
problems.”
“It honors the concept of compact urban growth.”
2-14
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Protect, Repair & Enhance
Neighborhood Livabilityy
Eugene’s existing neighborhoods provide the foundation for the community’s
overall livability. As new development brings change throughout Eugene’s
neighborhoods, we will undertake the following strategies to help ensure a high
level of livability, deter negative impacts, and make positive changes:

1. Minimum and maximum allowable densities in the land use

code will not be changed in order to meet our residential land need
for Envision Eugene. Future actions (such as land use code changes
and plan amendments) that impact allowable density in
neighborhoods will only be undertaken through a public process
(such as area planning or neighborhood planning) that integrates
the compatibility goals of the Infill Compatibility Standards (ICS)
and/or Opportunity Siting projects.

2. Continue to implement the goals of the Infill Compatibility

Standards project to prevent negative impacts and promote
positive impacts of residential infill by integrating compatibility and
urban design principles in future planning efforts.
a. Bring to the City Council, code changes to adopt low-density
residential infill recommendations addressing flag lots, lot coverage,
sloped setbacks, secondary dwelling units, and alley access lots as part
of the Envision Eugene amendment package.
b. Continue to implement ICS work on remaining issues identified by the
Task Team by integrating the recommendations into the ongoing Code
Improvement Program (see Flexible Implementation Pillar).

Infill Compatibility
Standards
Infill Compatibility Standards
are a set of recommendations
from a community task force to
help new development fit and
function better in Eugene’s
existing neighborhoods. Some
recommendations have been
implemented while others are
pending further action. For
more information on specific
recommendations, see www.
eugene-or.gov/infill.

Opportunity Siting
Opportunity Siting is a planning process that uses incentives
to encourage higher density residential development on
sites that are identified through visioning by residents,
developers and the City. For more information see www.
eugene-or.gov/oppsiting.

Neighborhood planning

Preserving and enhancing our livable neighborhoods is vital
to making Eugene a great place to live, work,and
play in the future.
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Protect, Repair & Enhance
Neighborhood Livability
3. Implement the Opportunity Siting (OS) goal to facilitate
higher density residential development on sites that are
compatible with and have the support of nearby residents.

Infill Compatibility
Standards
Goal Statement

a. Conduct an OS pilot project on a specific site to demonstrate how
builders, neighbors, and the city can come together to foster best
outcomes.
b. Implement a toolbox of incentives that support the achievement of
OS outcomes. Incentives may include:
• Regulatory (flexible codes, re-zoning, design review)
• Facilitative (no cost pre-application meetings)
• Financial (Multiple Unit Tax Exemption (MUPTE),
		
variable SDCs)
• Affordable housing (land bank program, Low Income Rental
		
Housing Property Tax Exemption, SDC grants)
• Infrastructure (utilities, transit, street improvements, parking,
		
sidewalks and bicycle/pedestrian improvements)

Create and adopt land use code standards
and processes that:
(a) Prevent residential infill that would
significantly threaten or diminish the
stability, quality, positive character,
livability or natural resources of
residential neighborhoods; and
(b) Encourage residential infill that would
enhance the stability, quality, positive
character, livability or natural resources of residential neighborhoods; and

4. Create neighborhood plans to address unique situations and

(c) So long as the goal stated in (a) is met,
allow for increased density, a variety of
housing types, affordable housing,
and mixed-use development; and
(d) Improve the appearance of buildings
and landscapes.
Figure
Interior Yard
9.3065(3)(b)2

a. Complete area planning for the University neighborhoods to better
address the interface between the University of Oregon and
    surrounding
neighborhoods.  As part of this effort, consider creating
Sloped Setback
specific design standards for housing in the area to address impacts
from proximity to the University. Begin this planning process
immediately following local adoption of Envision Eugene.
b. Complete area planning for the River Road and Santa Clara neighborhoods to address impacts of increasing urbanization. Base future
    planning efforts on previous work done under the River Road/ Santa
Clara Transition Project and Final Report, June 2006, and the Santa
30' Primary Structure:
Maximum Building
at
Clara-River
RoadHeight
Outreach
and Learning (SCRROL) project, 2012.
Center of Main Roof Slope
Begin this planning process immediately following local adoption of
Envision
Eugene.
20' Secondary Structure:
Maximum
Building Height
at Center of Main Roof Slope
c. Beginning in 2015, select at least one neighborhood every two years
Building Setback Shifts
to a 45 Deg.for
Angle
at 12'
as needed,
completion
of area planning. As resources allow,
height.
complete plans at a quicker rate.
5'-0" Interior Yard Setback
d. Continue Strategic Neighborhood Assessment and Planning (SNAP)
program to provide opportunities for neighborhood-based planning
activities.
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Interior Yard
Property Line

Sloped Setback Concept

impacts in different neighborhoods.

Ground Plane

Buildable Area Varies Depending
on Property Width

SECTION / ELEVATION DIAGRAM

Neighborhood planning
will address unique
situations and
opportunities across
Interior Yardthe city.
Sloped Setback

at "Side" Property
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Adjacent Lot

5. Recognize the value that historic properties contribute to

community character and livability, and work to preserve those
Interior
Yard
significant
properties.
Promote consideration of adaptive reuse of
Sloped Setback
at
"Rear"
Property
existing Line
buildings in areas of commercial and residential
redevelopment. Incorporate historic preservation considerations
into area planning efforts.
Adjacent Lot

6. Provide needed land for schools and parks to serve existing

and future populations. For more information on land for parks and
schools, see the Technical Summary.
a. Expand the UGB by 80 acres to encompass Bethel School District

owned property (south of Clear Lake Road) to address projected
enrollment.
b. Partner with the Eugene 4J and Bethel 52 School Districts to provide
coordinated land use and school facility planning. Share growth
Adaptive reuse of historic properties
projections, demographic information, and projected densities to
facilitate more coordinated planning regarding future school facility
needs.
c. Expand the UGB by 242 acres to encompass property owned by the
City of Eugene for an expanded Golden Gardens Community Park and
a new Santa Clara Community Park. Plan for additional park needs
inside the existing UGB by accounting for projects identified in the
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Project and Priority Plan.
1. Help preserve and enhance existing
d. Identify parks and open space needs in housing expansion areas and
neighborhoods.
develop location and acquisition strategies.
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5. Promote sustainable growth and conserve
energy by:
a. creating walkable neighborhoods near
transit corridors
b. reducing dependency on automobiles
6. Support existing neighborhood schools by
providing sufficient family homes nearby.
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Best Outcomes
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4. Support the urban growth boundary, limit
urban sprawl and preserve farmland and
rural parkland.
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2. Proactively direct the pressure of development to appropriate sites.
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Ten Tenets of
Opportunity Siting
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ROSETTA AVE

- Statements from Community Resource Group Participants

“Well done infill becomes an asset to existing
neighborhoods.”
“We have vibrant neighborhoods that celebrate culture, history and have a connection to a network of
resources and activities.”

7. Capitalize on city investment by building
within existing infrastructure.
8. Allow people to stay in their neighborhoods as their housing needs change
throughout their lives.
9. Encourage the creation of housing in
proximity to neighborhood amenities
including open space.
10. Provide housing choice to a broader
spectrum of the community by siting
housing near jobs.
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Protect, Restore and
Enhance Natural Resources
Eugene’s natural resources play a paramount role in what makes our
community an attractive and healthy place to live, work, and play.
When managed well, natural resources can act as fundamental infrastructure assets for the city. Water quality, air quality, and soil productivity are all vital components to a healthy urban infrastructure.
The following strategies are in recognition of these natural assets
and reflect an ongoing commitment to their protection:

1.

Encourage both the protection and voluntary stewardship of
valuable resources inside the UGB.
a. Develop recommendations for incentives and habitat conservation tools
for preserving valuable natural resources within subdivisions, in coordination with the work of the Infill Compatibility Standards project.
b. Complete feasibility study and implement appropriate tools, such as
transfer of development rights, tax incentives, and conservation easements for protection of valuable natural resources and farmland.
c. Recognize the specific benefits that trees provide to the livability and
health of Eugene. Continue to protect and enhance Eugene’s urban
forest.

2.

Protect, maintain and restore natural habitat areas, including
high quality oak woodland and oak savanna habitat; high quality
coniferous forests; high quality native upland and wetland prairie;
the Willamette River and its tributaries such as Amazon Creek, East
Santa Clara Waterway and Spring Creek; and the confluence of the
Willamette River and McKenzie River. Utilize the following plans in
pursuit of this strategy:
• Rivers to Ridges Vision – endorsed in 2003
• Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan – endorsed in 2008
• Willamette River Open Space Vision and Action Plan – endorsed in 2010

Open Space Planning
The Rivers to Ridges Vision, Ridgeline Open Space Vision and Action Plan, and
the Willamette River Open Space Vision and Action plan are all collaborative
natural resource planning efforts coordinated by the Lane Council of
Government in and around Eugene. These plans help to place the work of
Envision Eugene within the larger context of regional strategies to protect,
maintain and restore natural areas.

Ridgeline Trail

Photo: Tom Bodhi Reeves

Conservation
Easement:
A voluntary restriction placed
on private property to protect
its natural resources, often
by limiting certain uses or
preventing development.
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Protect, Restore and Enhance Natural Resources
3. Preserve valuable farmland outside the UGB.
a. Identify partnerships and public funds to protect farmland into the
future by supporting the placement of permanent conservation
easements on valuable farmland outside the UGB.
b. Collaborate with regional partners to complete a feasibility study
of establishing long-term protection of valuable farmland.

Food Fact
Between 2002 and 2009, Lane
County’s population rose 8.7 percent
while total cropland dropped by
11.7 percent.

Current oak savanna and
upland prairie habitat in
the Willamette Valley
represent just one percent
of historic amounts.

Oak savanna habitat around Eugene

Best Outcomes - Statements from Community Resource Group Participants
“Natural resources are preserved to the best of our ability.”
“Quality of life goes up and we protect valuable farm land and grow in a
way that is consistent with our values.”
“Eugene thrives with compact and vibrant neighborhoods close-in and profitable small farms, well supported neighborhood schools, larger lot development sited and built with respect for natural systems.”
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Provide For Adaptable,
Flexible and Collaborative
Implementation
Creating a 20-year plan requires making a number of assumptions and projections. Only the passage of
time will show if these projections are correct. It is possible that, after five or ten years, it will be evident
that some of the assumptions and projections differ significantly from what has actually occurred.  The
following strategies will help ensure that the city continues to have a reliable plan that is based on relevant
information and that the community remains resilient in the face of an unknown future. For more
information on flexible implementation, see the Technical Summary .

1. Create an ongoing monitoring system to collect and track key
information.

a. Identify specific factors to be monitored, such as housing mix.
b. Identify types of data needed to support monitoring, such as
population growth, densities, types and numbers of housing units 		
constructed, job growth and rate of land consumption.
c. Develop an institutionalized system for tracking the data described above.
d. Produce clear, publicly available reports, for the purpose of
    continuous evaluation of the effectiveness of the Envision Eugene
strategies.

2. Create a dynamic Eugene-specific comprehensive plan to address
emerging needs.

a. At least every five years, evaluate the effectiveness of the Envision Eugene

strategies.
b. Every five years, consider the evaluations and determine whether the
comprehensive plan and implementation tools should be adjusted.
Some factors may require a longer time-frame than five years to evaluate
    their effectiveness.
c. Consider the phasing of public utilities to expansion areas in accord with
monitoring and evaluation results. The Capital Improvement Plan and
annexation policies provide existing tools to manage the efficient
extension of public services.
d. Identify and respond to any impacts that future regulations and
programs may have on the buildable land supply.

Envision Eugene
As a result of Envision Eugene,
we will have a local plan that
reflects the community’s
vision for the next 20 years,
and implementation tools
that will help us achieve this
vision. Because this plan is
based on future projections, it
will need to be dynamic
enough to address changing
conditions. New trends,
changes in laws or policies, or
shifts in community
preferences could impact the
community’s ability to achieve
this vision. To ensure that our
plan and tools remain
effective and relevant,
ongoing monitoring,
evaluating and adjusting
must occur.

Collaboratively plan and partner with surrounding
jurisdictions and agencies.
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Provide For Adaptable, Flexible and
Collaborative Implementation
3. Continually evaluate and regularly adjust regulations through
a collaborative ongoing code improvement program.

4. Develop a range of implementation tools to realize the

community vision of Envision Eugene. The range of existing and
new tools may include:
a. Design based tools such as area planning, form-based codes, design
review, and design standards
b. Re-designations and flexible zoning
c. Removal of code barriers
Technical Resource Group
d. Capital improvements that increase the value of an area and attract
private investment
e. Partnerships and collaboration with neighbors, public agencies and institutions, and private developers
f. Financial tools such as tax relief, fee reduction or restructuring, loans, and other market interventions

5.  Continue to collaboratively plan and partner with surrounding jurisdictions and agencies on such efforts
as regional public facilities and services, school district facility planning, regional transportation/climate
planning, and protection of high-value farm land and natural resources.

Best Outcomes

- Statements from Community Resource Group Participants

“We develop a thoughtful plan that takes into account the entire community’s point of
view.”
“Policies can be generated which are implemented by the City Council so that planning
efforts and visions have a chance to become a reality.”
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Land for Single-family Homes
Low Density Residential Land
There are several components that help
determine whether we have sufficient
land to meet our future land need for
single- family housing, including :
• Housing Need
• Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
• Measures to Create New
Capacity Inside the UGB
• Remaining Need

Single-Family Housing Need
Existing Capacity
Inside UGB
Vacant
Land

Partially
Vacant
Land

Redevelopment

New Capacity
Inside UGB
Efficiency
Strategies

Re-designation

Remaining
Need

UGB
Expansion

Single-family Housing Need
Eugene’s population is expected to increase by approximately 34,000 people
over the next 20 years. Based on this population growth, it is estimated that
approximately 15,000 new homes will be needed in that time frame. The
housing demand is further refined to estimate how many of those 15,000
homes should be planned as single-family detached housing (one detached
home on a lot such as conventional single-family homes, manufactured homes,
and secondary dwelling units) and how many should be planned as multi-family
Single-family Detached Housing
housing (such as duplexes, apartments and condominiums).
The current mix of housing in Eugene is 61% single-family/ 39% multi-family.
The recommendation is to plan for new housing to be a mix of 55% singlefamily/45% multi-family. We currently have a lack of housing that is affordable
for people in the low to moderate income levels due to several factors. These
can include the average wage and the availability of housing at different price
ranges and rent levels. The proposed housing mix is intended to expand the
variety of housing types and prices available and to move towards the vision
set out in the Envision Eugene pillars. That vision includes more compact
growth for a shifting demographic towards an aging population and smaller
Secondary Dwelling Unit
household size. At the end of the 20-year planning period, this would equate
to an overall housing mix of 60% single-family/ 40% multi-family, counting both
existing and new housing. Resulting in a 1% shift in our overall housing makeup, this is a reasonable target to
set for the next 20 years. Go to this link for additional information on housing mix.
The number of new homes and the type of land that we need to plan for under various housing mixes is shown
in the table below. Additional information about multi-family housing is shown in the Technical Summary on
page 4-7.
Recommendation

Single-family Housing
Demand (LDR land)
Multi-family Housing
Demand (MDR & HDR
land)

60 SF / 40 MF
9,301 homes

55 SF / 45 MF
8,682 homes

50 SF / 50 MF
8,006 homes

45 SF / 55 MF
7,305 homes

40 SF / 60 MF
6,726 homes

5,681 homes

6,301 homes

6,977 homes

7,676 homes

8,256 homes

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Existing Capacity Inside the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
Single-family housing is mostly accommodated on lands designated or planned in the Metro Plan for Low
Density Residential (LDR). The potential capacity for additional homes on LDR land inside the existing urban
growth boundary includes:
Vacant
Land

Lots planned for single-family housing that currently have no development on them.
Approximately 4,096 additional single-family homes can be accommodated on vacant LDR
lands. Go to this link for a map showing the location of vacant lands.

Partially
Vacant
Land

Lots planned for single-family housing that are at least one acre in size and have some level
of existing development with the potential for accommodating additional housing.
Approximately 2,892 additional single-family homes can be accommodated on LDR partially vacant lands. Go to this link for a map showing the location of partially vacant lands.

Redevelopment

Lots that are planned for single-family housing and are less than one acre in size and have
some level of existing development that may be converted to more intensive residential
use in the next 20 years. In Eugene, there is a strong likelihood that redevelopment will
continue on LDR land according to past trends, which accommodated on average about
29 additional homes each year. Thus, approximately 589 additional single-family homes
on LDR land are expected to be accommodated through redevelopment over the next 20
years.
The total existing capacity inside the UGB is for 7,577 homes on LDR land.

Some lands that are inside the UGB have constraints that may make it difficult for them to be developed,
such as inadequate wastewater service or traffic congestion. Appropriate infrastructure or provisions necessary to serve these properties will be planned for and adopted into the Public Facilities Plan and Transportation System Plan. It is also noted that future stormwater regulations may affect these capacity assumptions
and will need to be analyzed at the time new regulations are proposed.

New Capacity Inside the UGB
Measures can be taken to increase the amount of capacity inside the UGB.
Land use efficiency strategies increase the number
of homes that can fit inside our current UGB through
incentives or regulatory changes. During the 2001 land
use code update, Eugene established many efficiency
strategies that increased capacity inside the UGB. Because of these
measures that are already in place and in response to community
input about the importance of preserving neighborhood character,
only small scale, compatible forms of infill are recommended as singlefamily efficiency strategies. The strategies include restructuring fees for
secondary dwelling units and allowing alley access homes to be created in appropriate areas. Approximately 160 additional single-family
homes over 20 years can be accommodated through these efficiency
strategies. Go to this link for a map of potentially eligible locations for
alley-access homes.
Efficiency
Strategies

4-2

Alley Access Home

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo

Some areas that are currently planned for multi-family housing (designated MDR) may be
better suited for single-family housing (designated LDR). Based on location, capacity, and
Re-designation
compact development goals, a target of 236 acres has been identified for re-designation to
LDR, which equates to about 658 additional single-family homes to be accommodated on
newly designated LDR land. The actual properties to re-designate, and the impact on the capacity of land
for single-family homes, will be determined through future planning with property owners and service
providers to determine appropriate locations for housing, parks, utilities and streets.
The total new capacity inside the UGB is for 818 homes on LDR land.

Remaining Need

Single-Family Housing
on Low Density
Low Density
Residential
Land:Land:
8,682
Homes
Needed
Residential
8,682
Homes
Needed

LDR lands are mostly developed with singlefamily housing, although they also include a small
amount of land for group quarters (such as assisted
living facilities), public lands (such as parks and
infrastructure) and neighborhood commercial
Capacity inside
services. These uses displace capacity for singlecurrent UGB= 7,772
family housing that would otherwise occur on
LDR
homes
land and this loss must be accounted for.
The equivalent of 623 single-family homes is
subtracted from the overall capacity inside the UGB
to account for these “other uses” that occur on LDR
land.

10%

Capacity Inside
Current UGB =
7,772 homes

90%

UGB Expansion =
910 homes

The remaining need for land to accommodate new
single-family housing depends on which housing
mix is used. Assuming a 55% single-family/45%
multi-family housing mix, the graphic to the right
shows that there is a remaining need for 910 single-family homes. Go to this link for additional
information on the single-family housing land need.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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The following table shows the amount of remaining homes that will need to be accommodated under
various housing mix scenarios.
Recommendation

60 SF / 40 MF
9,301 homes

55 SF / 45 MF
8,682 homes

50 SF / 50 MF
8,006 homes

45 SF / 55 MF
7,305 homes

40 SF / 60 MF
6,726 homes

7,577 homes

7,577 homes

7,577 homes

7,577 homes

7,577 homes

New Capacity inside
UGB

818 homes

818 homes

818 homes

818 homes

818 homes

Reduced Capacity
from “Other Uses”

623 homes

623 homes

623 homes

623 homes

623 homes

7,772 homes

7,772 homes

7,772 homes

7,772 homes

7,772 homes

1,529
homes

910
homes

234
homes

467 home
surplus

1,046 home
surplus

Total LDR Need
Existing Capacity
inside UGB

Total Capacity inside
UGB
Remaining LDR
Need for Homes
(Total need minus capacity)

This remaining land need will be accommodated through a modest UGB expansion for
Low Density Residential land. The number of acres for UGB expansion will be based on the
capacity of the land that is designated for expansion. For example, some areas may have
constraints such as sloping land that would accommodate fewer homes and
would thus be developed at a lower density than land that is flat.
UGB
Expansion

Low Density Residential Expansion Areas
Based on preliminary expansion area analysis following the requirements outlined in state law, the following
areas are proposed for a UGB expansion to accommodate single-family homes .
• Clear Lake Area- approximately 520 single-family homes on approximately 150 acres
• Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill Area- approximately 390 single-family homes on approximately 200 acres
This results in a UGB expansion of approximately 350 acres for Low Density Residential uses. Additional
analysis of the natural resources and utilities in the proposed expansion areas are underway and will result
in a refined expansion recommendation. More information about expansion is included in the Technical
Summary on page 4-33 .
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Land for Multi-family Homes
Medium Density Residential and
High Density Residential Land

There are several components that help determine
whether we have sufficient land to meet our future land
need for multi-family housing, including:
• Housing Need
• Existing Capacity inside the UGB
• Measures to Create New
Capacity inside the UGB
• Remaining Need

Multi-Family Housing Need
Existing Capacity Inside UGB

New Capacity
Inside UGB

Partially
Vacant
Land

Boost
Redevelopment

Vacant
Land

Baseline
Redevelopment

Multi-family Housing Need
Eugene’s population is expected to increase by approximately 34,000 people
over the next 20 years. Based on this population growth, it is estimated that
approximately 15,000 new homes will be needed in that time frame. The
housing demand is further refined to estimate how many of those 15,000 homes
should be planned as single-family housing (such as conventional single-family
homes, manufactured homes, and secondary dwelling units) and how many
should be planned as multi-family housing (such as duplexes, apartments and
condominiums).

Duplex

The current mix of housing types in Eugene is 61% single-family/ 39% multifamily. The preliminary recommendation is to plan for new housing to be a mix
of 55% single-family/45% multi-family. We currently have a lack of housing that
is affordable for people in the low to moderate income levels due to several factors.
These can include the average wage and the availability of housing at different price
ranges and rent levels. The proposed housing mix is intended to expand the variety
of housing types and prices available and to move towards the vision set out in the
Envision Eugene pillars. That vision includes more compact growth for a shifting
demographic towards an aging population and smaller household size. At the
end of the 20-year planning period, this will equate to an overall housing mix of Prairie View
60% single-family/ 40% multi-family, counting both existing and new housing.
Affordable Housing
Resulting in a 1% shift in our overall housing makeup, this is a reasonable target to
set for the next 20 years. Go to this link for additional information on housing mix.
The number of new homes and the type of land that we need to plan for under various housing mixes is
shown in the table below. Additional information about single-family housing is provided in the Technical
Summary n page 4-1.
Recommendation

Single-family Housing
Demand (LDR Land)
Multi-family Housing
Demand (MDR & HDR
Land)

60 SF / 40 MF
9,301 homes

55 SF / 45 MF
8,682 homes

50 SF / 50 MF
8,006 homes

45 SF / 55 MF
7,305 homes

40 SF / 60 MF
6,726 homes

5,681 homes

6,301homes

6,977 homes

7,676 homes

8,256 homes

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
The majority of multi-family housing occurs on lands designated or planned in the Metro Plan for Medium
Density Residential (MDR) and High Density Residential land (HDR).  The primary difference between MDR
and HDR is the amount of density (or homes per acre) that can occur on those lands. MDR has a density
range of 10 to 20 homes per acre, while HDR densities has over 20 homes per acre.

Vacant
Lands

Partially
Vacant
Lands

Vacant lands include lots that are planned for multi-family housing that currently have no
development on them.
• Approximately 1,974  multi-family homes can be accommodated on vacant MDR land
• Approximately 1,460 multi-family homes can be accommodated on vacant HDR land
Go to this link for a map showing the location of vacant lands.
Partially vacant lands include lots that are planned for multi-family housing and are .5 acre
or greater in size in MDR and 1 acre or greater in size in HDR that have some level of existing development with the potential for accommodating additional housing.
• Approximately 2,364 additional multi-family homes can be accommodated on
partially vacant MDR land
• Approximately 231 additional multi-family homes can be accommodated on
partially vacant HDR land
Go to this link for a map showing the location of partially vacant lands.

Redevelopment means expanding or replacing buildings on land that is already developed, but not to its
full capacity. “Baseline” redevelopment is the natural amount of redevelopment we expect to occur without additional actions taken by the city. The following categories are all considered Baseline Redevelopment. Go to this link for more information on Eugene’s redevelopment potential.
Redevelopment
on MDR and
HDR Lands

Redevelopment
on Commercial
Lands

Redevelopment
for Student
Housing on
Commercial
Lands

Redevelopment lands include lots that are planned for multi-family housing and are less than
.5 acre in size in MDR and less than one acre in size in HDR that have some level of existing
development that may be converted to more intensive residential use in the next 20 years. In
Eugene, there is a strong likelihood that redevelopment will continue on MDR and HDR land
according to past trends, which on average accommodated about 31 additional homes each
year.
• Approximately 253 additional multi-family homes can be accommodated through
redevelopment on MDR land
• Approximately 368 additional multi-family homes can be accommodated through
redevelopment on HDR land
Multi-family housing, particularly high density housing, can also take place on Commercially
designated lands. Based on a market analysis and local expertise, there is a strong
likelihood that multi-family homes will be provided on Commercially designated lands.
• Approximately 645 additional high-density multi-family homes can be
accommodated through redevelopment on Commercial land
Student housing is a unique economic situation in this community because it currently has
a higher feasibility to be profitable than other types of multi-family housing development.
Based on a market analysis and local expertise, there is a strong likelihood that multi-family
student housing will be provided on Commercial lands.
• Approximately 791 additional high density multi-family homes can be
accommodated through redevelopment on Commercial land

The total existing capacity inside the UGB is for 4,591 homes on MDR land and 3,495 homes on HDR land.
4-8
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Remaining Need
Re-designation
Some areas that are currently planned for multi-family housing (designated MDR) may be better suited for
single-family housing (designated LDR). Based on location, capacity and compact development goals, a
target of 236 acres of MDR land has been identified for re-designation to LDR, which equates to a reduction
in capacity for approximately 2,194 medium density homes. The actual properties to re-designate, and the
impact on the city’s supply of land for medium density housing, will be determined through future planning
with property owners and service providers to determine appropriate locations for housing, parks, utilities
and streets.
Additionally, re-designation of the former Naval Reserve site on 13th Avenue, east of Chambers Street, from
Government and Education to Medium Density Residential will increase the city’s supply of MDR land and
add capacity for 30 additional multi-family homes.
Capacity changes from re-designation:
• Decrease in capacity of approximately 2,194 multi-family homes on MDR land redesignated to LDR  
• Increase in capacity of approximately 30 multi-family homes on MDR land redesignated from
Government and Education
The net decrease in capacity of approximately 2,164 homes is subtracted from the overall capacity for multifamily homes on MDR land. No re-designation of HDR land has been identified.

Other Uses
MDR and HDR lands are mostly developed with multi-family housing, although they also include a small
amount of land for other uses such as single-family housing, group quarters (such as assisted living facilities), public lands (such as parks, infrastructure and the University of Oregon) and neighborhood commercial services. These uses displace capacity for multi-family housing that would otherwise occur on MDR and
HDR land and this loss must be incorporated into the capacity analysis.
Capacity changes from other uses in MDR and HDR:
• Decrease in capacity of the equivalent of 263 multi-family homes on MDR land
• Decrease in capacity of the equivalent of 984 multi-family homes on HDR land
This decrease in capacity is subtracted from the overall capacity for multi-family homes on MDR and HDR
land.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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The remaining need for land to accommodate new multi-family housing depends on which housing mix is
used. Assuming a 55% single-family/45% multi-family housing mix, the graphics below show that there is a
remaining need for 1,065 units of multi-family housing on MDR land and there is a remaining need for 561
units on HDR land.

Multi-family Housing on Medium Density
Multi-family Housing on High Density
Multi-Family
on High
Density
ResidentialHousing
Land: 3,229
Homes Needed
ResidentialHousing
Land: 3,072
Homes
Needed
Multi-Family
on MediumDensity
Residential
Land:
3,072
Homes
Needed
Residential Land: 3,229 Homes Needed

Capacity inside
Current UGB= 2,164
homes

26%

33%

Capacity inside
Current UGB= 2,286
homes
Capacity Inside

Remaining need=
Capacity Inside
1,065 homes
Current UGB =
2,164 homes

67%

Remaining need
= 1,065 homes

Current UGB =
2,511 homes

74%

Remaining need
= 561 homes

The following table shows the amount of remaining homes that will need to be accommodated in each plan
designation under the various housing mix ratios. Go to this link for additional information on the multifamily housing land need.

Medium Density Residential (MDR)
Recommendation

60 SF / 40 MF
2,879 homes
4,591 homes

55 SF / 45 MF
3,229 homes
4,591 homes

50 SF / 50 MF 45 SF / 55 MF
3,501 homes 3,736 homes
4,591 homes 4,591 homes

40 SF / 60 MF
4,144 homes
4,591 homes

Reduced MDR Capacity from re-designation

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

Reduced MDR Capacity from “Other Uses”

263 homes

263 homes

263 homes

263 homes

263 homes

Total MDR Capacity
inside UGB

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

2,164 homes

Remaining MDR
Need

715 homes

1,065 homes

1,337 homes

1,572 homes

1, 980 homes

Total MDR Need
New and Existing Capacity inside UGB

(total need minus total
capacity)
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Recommendation

60 SF / 40 MF
2,802 homes
3,495 homes

55 SF / 45 MF
3,072 homes
3,495 homes

984 homes

984 homes

984 homes

984 homes

984 homes

Total HDR Capacity
inside UGB

2,511 homes

2,511 homes

2,511 homes

2,511 homes

2,511 homes

Remaining HDR
Need

291 homes

561 homes

965 homes

1,429 homes

1, 601 homes

Total HDR Need
Existing HDR Capacity
inside UGB
Reduced HDR Capacity from “Other Uses”

50 SF / 50 MF 45 SF / 55 MF
3,476 homes 3,940 homes
3,495 homes 3,495 homes

40 SF / 60 MF
4,112 homes
3,495 homes

(Total need minus total capacity)

Measures to Create New Capacity Inside the UGB
Boost
Redevelopment

A goal of Envision Eugene is to accommodate the 20-year multi-family housing need within
the exiting UGB. Therefore, the remaining multi-family housing need will be accommodated
through measures that are likely to affect market forces in a way that increases the capacity for
multi-family homes through the following strategies.
• Increasing the amount of redevelopment for multi-family homes in the downtown,
along transit corridors and in core commercial areas. Tools to encourage additional
redevelopment for multi-family housing in these areas are described in the Commercial
Land Technical Summary on page 4.15. An important element to achieving higher
densities in targeted areas is to design appropriate transitions from higher density uses
to single-family homes. Through area planning, these transitions can be identified and
planned for by using implementation tools such as a form-based code as was used in
the Walnut Station area.
• Increasing the average density for multi-family homes in the downtown, along transit
corridors and in core commercial areas. While the range of allowed densities is currently
10-20 units per acre for MDR land and over 20 units per acre for HDR land, average
densities of 10.5 and 20.5 respectively were used to determine the existing capacity for
homes inside the UGB. By encouraging higher (but currently allowed) densities in the
downtown, along key transit corridors and in core commercial areas, additional capacity
can be realized.
• Identifying new locations for multi-family housing through collaborative public
processes such as Opportunity Siting. Opportunity Siting is a process by which
neighbors, developers, and the City work to locate additional areas for multi-family
homes that are compatible with their surroundings.

The success of these strategies will be monitored and evaluated throughout implementation. If these
strategies are not successful at addressing the multi-family housing need, new strategies may need to be
identified. Additional strategies could include re-designation of lands for more multi-family housing and/or
additional expansion of the UGB.
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Land for Parks, Schools, and Infrastructure
Public lands include uses such as parks, schools,
and infrastructure (such as stormwater facilities
and fire stations). The future need for these uses
is based on long range planning efforts by local
school districts, the University of Oregon, the City
of Eugene and other utility providers. Some of the
land needed for these uses can be accommodated
inside the current Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB), while other uses specifically require a UGB
expansion.

Public Lands Needs That Require a Specific UGB Expansion

SHANNON ST

ROBBIE ST

KENDRA ST
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GREEN LN
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Links referenced in this document can be found IEatRAenvisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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NTE
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THEONA DR

BARGER DR

BEACON DR
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CLEAR LAKE RD

District

WATSON DR

322 acres

E ANCHOR AVE
Community
BLACKFOOT AVE

TIVOLI AVE
FAYETTE AVE

CAL
LA

T
NS
VO
ESchool
R
Bethel
T

19 acres

Santa Clara
Park

SAVILLE AVE

AD ST

CAROL AVE
CECIL AVE
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223 acres
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STARK ST
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Y
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Expansion Amount
80 acres

SPRING CREEK DR

HYACINTH ST

TOTAL

MAESNER ST

LINK RD

City of Eugene

LABONA DR

City of Eugene

Expansion Need
New School - to address increasing
enrollment projections
Golden Gardens Community Park - to develop with
urban services
Santa Clara Community Park - to develop with urban
services
KINGSBURY AVE
MONYA LN

Public Agency
Bethel School District
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Public uses that are planned to be included inside the current UGB must be
accounted for as we determine our overall land needs. If public uses (such as
parks) occur on lands that are designated for other uses (such as single-family
homes), then the City cannot count that land for single-family homes. For
instance, based on the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Project and Priority
Plan, an additional 95 acres of parkland is planned for buildable land inside
the current UGB. About 90 acres of that future parkland is expected to occur
on land that is currently designated for single-family homes. Thus, when
planning for our future land need for single-family homes, we must include
in our analysis the assumption that approximately 90 acres of existing land
designated for single-family homes are likely to actually be used as park land.
The following table shows the amount of land that is required for public uses
inside the current UGB and the approximate equivalent number of homes
or jobs that land would otherwise accommodate. This land is accounted for
in the Technical Summaries for Single-Family Homes, Multi-Family Homes,
Commercial Lands, and Industrial Lands.

Public Agency

Existing Land Need

Amount

City of Eugene

Parks, Recreation and Open Space
acquisition projects

95 acres

City of Eugene

Infrastructure facility needs

61 acres

University of Oregon

Acquisition plans

45 acres

TOTAL

Allocation to Metro Plan
Designations
LDR: 90 acres = 342 homes
MDR: 1 acre = 11 homes
Commercial: 4 acres = 140 jobs
LDR: 19 acres = 72 homes
MDR: 3 acres = 31 homes
Commercial: 8 acres = 281 jobs
Industrial: 31 acres = 403 jobs
HDR: 30 acres = 615 homes
Commercial: 15 acres = 526 jobs

201 acres

LDR = Low Density Residential, MDR = Medium Density Residential, HDR = High Density Residential

March 14, 2012
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Land for Commercial Jobs
Commercial employment refers to office,
retail, and service jobs. The future need
for commercial employment is based
in part on a job growth forecast by the
Oregon Employment Department (OED)
and in part on our regional economic
development plan.
There are several components that help
determine whether we have sufficient
land to meet our future land need for
commercial employment, including:

Commercial Jobs Need
New Capacity
Inside UGB

Existing Capacity
Inside UGB
Vacant
Land

Partially
Vacant
Land

Existing
Built
Space

Baseline
Redevelopment

Expand
Flexibility

Boost
Redevelopment

• Commercial Jobs Need
• Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
• Measures to Create New Capacity Inside the UGB

Commercial Job Need
Eugene’s population is expected to increase by approximately 34,000 people over the next 20 years. Along
with an increase in population, Eugene is also expected to experience a demand for more commercial jobs.
The most recent Oregon Employment Department (OED) employment forecast for Lane County identifies
a job growth rate of 1.66% annually across all employment sectors over the next 10 years. The OED prerecession forecast for Lane County was 1.4%. This rate better matches the long-term, historical trend for
local job growth. Projected forward over the 20-year study period, this rate reflects a higher mid-term rate
of job growth coming out of the recession followed by a more moderate rate of growth during the following
decade. It is recommended that Eugene adopt a 1.4% growth rate. See the Land for Industrial Jobs
Technical Summary page 4.21 for more information and rationale for the recommended job growth rate.
At a growth rate of 1.4%, Eugene will need to accommodate about 35,800 new jobs over the next 20 years.
This job growth will include approximately 11,300 industrial jobs, 3,000 government jobs, and 21,500
commercial jobs (18,000 office jobs and 3,500 retail jobs). Government jobs will be accommodated on public
land that is mostly inside the current UGB . The exception to this is jobs with the Bethel School District on
the site that is proposed for a UGB expansion to accommodate a future school. Job growth is also expected
to occur on lands already owned by public entities as well as on lands planned for future growth by
employers such as the University of Oregon. For information on industrial jobs, see the Land for Industrial
Jobs Technical Summary on page 4.21.

Recommendation

Job Growth Rate
0.87 % (same as population growth rate)
1.4 %
1.66 % (2011 OED forecast job growth rate)

Total Commercial Job Need
11,800
21,500
26,650

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
A certain number of jobs can already be accommodated inside the current UGB through several means,
including:
Vacant
Land

About 100 acres of vacant commercial land (land that currently has no development) are
still available inside the UGB, providing capacity for about 3,950 jobs.

Partially
Vacant
Land

All commercial lands were studied to see if some developed properties might have some
un-developed land left over. These properties are called “partially vacant.” A little over 14
acres of land was identified as partially vacant, providing capacity for about 550 jobs.

Existing
Built
Space

Current vacancies in existing office buildings and retail stores can be filled with new jobs.
There are also many commercial jobs that occur on non-commercial lands, for example
home-based occupations or businesses. Neither of these situations require new land to
accommodate about 12,100 jobs.

Baseline
Redevelopment

Redevelopment means expanding or replacing buildings on land that is already developed,
but not to its full development capacity. “Baseline” redevelopment is the natural amount
of redevelopment we expect to occur without additional actions taken by the City. This
category has been studied from both a market perspective and a local knowledge
perspective, and is currently assumed to provide capacity for about 2,750 jobs. To
understand Eugene’s baseline redevelopment potential, a group of community members with
expertise and interest in development issues studied a range of past redevelopment projects
and trends. For more information on Eugene’s redevelopment potential, go to this link for the
Commercial Employment Supply Technical Report.

The total existing capacity inside the UGB is for 19,350 jobs on commercial land.

Remaining Need
Commercial lands are mostly developed with commercial office, retail and service jobs. However, they also
include a small amount of land for other uses such as multi-family homes and public lands (such as parks,
infrastructure and the University of Oregon). These uses displace capacity for commercial jobs that would
otherwise occur on commercial land and this loss must be accounted for. The equivalent of 1,100 jobs is
subtracted from the overall capacity to account for these “other uses” that occur on commercial land.
The following table shows the amount of remaining jobs at a 1.4% job growth rate that will need to be
accommodated after accounting for existing capacity inside the UGB as well as for “other uses”.
Total Commercial Job Need
Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
Reduced Capacity from “Other Uses”

21,450 Jobs
19,350 jobs
1,100 jobs

Total Capacity Inside the UGB

18,250 jobs

Remaining Commercial Job Need

3,200 jobs
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Measures to Create New Capacity Inside the UGB
A goal of Envision Eugene is to accommodate the 20-year commercial job need within the existing UGB.
Therefore, the remaining commercial job need will be accommodated through land use efficiency strategies
that are strongly likely to affect market forces in a way that increases the development and redevelopment
of land for commercial jobs. Creating additional capacity for commercial employment inside the existing
UGB will require specific actions by the City. There are two categories of actions, including:
• Expand code flexibility for commercial uses through redesignation on smaller, under-utilized
industrial sites (generally under 3 acres in size).
• Boost redevelopment on commercial land inside the UGB by taking actions that reduce cost
and risk of development and add value to an area.

Expand
Flexibility

Flexibility in Industrial Areas - Campus Industrial

As discussed in the Industrial Lands Summary, Eugene currently has a surplus of
small-lot industrial lands. Some of these
lands are located in areas that may be
more suitable for more non-retail commercial use. The Campus Industrial land
use designation, and corresponding I-1
zone, is a primary example. The photo
to the right shows I-1 areas in northeast
Eugene near Chad Drive. To increase the
potential for non-retail commercial use, as
well as potential job density specifically
targeting office uses, regulations may be
changed for some of these Campus Industrial lands.
Further site-by-site study is required to identify which areas are best suited for commercial use and/or which
regulatory changes will best achieve the goals of flexibility and job density, for example relaxation of use
limitations to allow higher-density office-type jobs.
There are currently about 146 acres of vacant I-1 property available in these areas. The assumption is that at
least 20 acres of small-lot I-1 property may suitable for commercial-type uses, providing capacity for 1,088
additional commercial jobs. An equal or greater added capacity may also be gained through allowing more
commercial jobs across a greater number of properties of all size categories, or across all Campus Industrial
properties. The goal for this category will be to specifically target higher-density, non-retail jobs on sites
generally under 3 acres in size, allowing study of opportunities for sites under 10 acres.
• This 20-acre target can provide capacity for about 1,100 additional commercial jobs.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Flexibility in Industrial Areas - West Eugene
A similar opportunity has been identified
for industrial lands in West Eugene near
west 11th Avenue, Chambers, and Highway
99. These areas have been discussed as
part of the west Eugene Collaborative – a
community group that studied transportation and land use issues in west Eugene
– and during Envision Eugene. Preliminary
estimates have identified around 110 acres
of vacant industrial land that may have
potential for commercial use. Pending
further site-by site study, the current assumption is that, with the proposed increase in flexibility, half of this
land may be suitable for commercial employment. The target for this category will be re-zoning or adding
flexibility through regulatory changes to allow more, higher-density office and retail jobs on sites generally
under 3 acres in size, allowing study of opportunities for sites under10 acres.
• This 55-acre target can provide capacity for about 1,700 additional commercial jobs.
Opening up industrial lands for commercial uses will reduce Eugene’s supply of industrial land. However,
this proposed shift in use can be absorbed by a significant existing surplus of small-lot industrial land (under
10 acres in size).

Boost
Redevelopment

There are many actions that local government can take to boost the rate of redevelopment
above the baseline level. Research from a variety of other communities reveals a list of the
most effective tools and how they are used.  Most of these are aimed at closing the “market
gap” to allow more efficient use of existing lands by addressing the other two categories of
intervention: reducing development cost and risk, and adding value to an area.

To accommodate additional commercial job needs, as well as meet community goals for long-term, compact urban development and transportation options, a variety of the following tools will need to be implemented.

Removing Code Barriers and Adding Flexibility
Regulations can be a significant barrier to redevelopment. Creating
a simple, flexible, predictable land use code is a low-cost and highly
effective means of clearing basic hurdles to redevelopment in target
areas. Examples include the Whiteaker Mixed Use Area, one of the
most flexible zones in Eugene, as well as the new Walnut Station
form-based code.
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Land Assembly
Public agencies can buy land and assemble larger parcels that are more
economically viable for redevelopment, then sell them at a reduced
cost or contribute the land to a partnership. Long-term tax revenue and
stimulation of other projects may offset the initial investment.  Examples include West Town on 8th, which combines goals of housing affordability, downtown residents, redevelopment and stimulating small
enterprise through live/work units.

Grants
Applied in a variety of ways, grants help close financial gaps directly for
different aspects of development.  Small amounts make a difference.
For example, a $3,000 grant from a private donor with City coordination
connected this small restaurant to the street with an outdoor dining
area in the Blair commercial district.

Capital Improvements
Investing in public infrastructure – for example, major civic investments
like the library, recent street enhancements on Broadway, parks, plazas,
transit service, and other infrastructure – can increase the value of an
area over time. The added value brings greater rent and lease revenues,
which helps make redevelopment more feasible in these areas.

Loans
Various forms of loans, or investments that are later repaid, can help
directly close the financial gap for a particular project, for example the
Woolworth building on Willamette Street. In addition, business loans
used to start or help grow existing businesses contribute to the vitality
of an area by attracting more customers as well as potential residents.

Public/Private Partnerships
Each project has special needs, especially larger “cornerstone” projects
that help stimulate other development. By working directly with developers, a public agency can use a variety of tools to meet these needs.
For example, Broadway Place was made possible through land assembly
and by constructing a public parking garage in conjunction with a large,
private apartment complex.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Limited-duration Tax Exemptions
Reducing tax liability for a limited time can reduce operating costs
enough to make a redevelopment project viable, for example with The
Tate condominiums. The tax exemption requires no initial investment
and provides substantially higher tax revenues after the exemption
expires due to the increased value of the property.

Tax Increment Financing
Locally known as “urban renewal,” this allows the community to re-invest tax revenue from a specific area to help stimulate redevelopment
in that same area. This is a source of revenue for many of the other
interventions listed here, and has made redevelopment projects in
downtown possible, for example the Downtown LCC Campus. Eugene
has two urban renewal districts: Downtown and Riverfront. It is a
highly flexible tool and gives communities the leverage and resources
to do larger projects.

Multiple Interventions Working Together Over Time
Combinations of interventions can be very powerful over time in
improving economic conditions for redevelopment. For example, the new LCC campus is viable due in part to the location
near the downtown library and LTD station – both public investments. The associated student housing is made possible by the
Broadway Place parking garage, developed as part of a public/
private partnership years earlier.

Commercial Job Need: 21,450 Jobs Needed
All of the tools mentioned above have been utilized in
Commercial Job Need: 21,450 Jobs Needed
Eugene to stimulate development. Additional conver2%
sations with City Council will take place over the coming months to determine which of the above actions
will be most effective for accommodating the need
13%
for additional commercial employment in the Capacity
future inside Current UGB
Commercial Job Need: 21,450
and achieving the overall goals of Envision Eugene.
18,250 Jobs (85%)
New Capacity by Freeing Up
• It is difficult to quantify how much capacity
Commercial
Commercial Job
Job Need:
Need: 21,450
21,450 Jobs
Jobs Needed
Needed
Additional Land
for additional commercial jobs will result
2,800 Jobs (13%)
13%
from these actions; however, a targetNew
of Capacity by Boosting
2%
2%
400 jobs has been identified.
Redevelopment
Capacity inside Current
400 Jobs (2%)

The success of these strategies will be monitored and
evaluated throughout implementation. If these strategies are not successful at addressing the commercial
jobs need, new strategies may be needed. Additional
strategies could include re-designation of lands for
more commercial uses and/or additional expansion of
the UGB.
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UGB 18,250 Jobs (85%)

13%
13%

85%

Capacity
Capacity inside
inside Current
Current
UGB
18,250
UGB 18,250 Jobs
Jobs (85%)
(85%)

New Capacity by Freeing
Up Additional Land
2,800 Jobs (13%)

New
New Capacity
Capacity by
by Freeing
Freeing
Up
Additional
Up Additional Land
Land
2,800
2,800 Jobs
Jobs (13%)
(13%)

New Capacity by
Boosting Redevelopment
400 Jobs (2%)

New
New Capacity
Capacity by
by
Boosting
Boosting Redevelopment
Redevelopment
400 Jobs
Jobs (2%)
(2%)
400

March 14,85%
2012
85%

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Land for Industrial Jobs
Jobs provided on industrial lands have been and will continue to be an important part of our employment
base and the prosperity of our community. These lands provide space for making anything from food and
beverage products to helicopter parts. These lands and the jobs they support will continue to be important
in helping increase Eugene’s average wage and lowering our unemployment rate.
There are several components that help determine our future land need for industrial jobs, including:
• Projected Industrial Job Growth
• Economic Development Strategy
• Flexible Uses for Some Employment Lands
• Industrial Site Characteristics
• Analysis of Job Growth by Site Size
• Existing Capacity Inside the UGB
• Measures to Create New Capacity Inside the UGB
• Remaining Need That Cannot Be Accommodated Inside the UGB
• Analysis of Potential UGB Expansion Areas

Projected Industrial Job Growth
Eugene’s population is expected to increase by approximately 34,000 people over the next 20 years. Along
with an increase in population, Eugene is also expected to experience a demand for more industrial jobs.
In past decades, Eugene’s jobs have grown at rates similar to population. However, for two reasons, those
patterns are unlikely to continue during the next 20 years.
First, although Eugene’s population has historically
grown faster than Lane County as a whole, during
the next 20 years, Eugene’s population is projected
to grow at 0.9%, about the same rate as the county.
This is because the majority of the county’s growth
is projected to occur in outlying cities. However,
since Eugene is the county’s job center, providing
employment for many people who live outside of the
city, disproportionately increased population in the
outlying cities will tend to boost Eugene’s job growth
slightly higher than its population growth.
Second, an accelerated period of job growth is
expected, as Eugene recovers almost 15,000 jobs lost
in the recession. Eugene’s 1986-2010 job growth rate
was 1.4%, and the Oregon Employment Department’s
pre-recession 10-year forecast for Lane County was also 1.4%. However, the most recent Oregon
Employment Department’s 10-year employment forecast for Lane County identifies a higher job growth rate
of about 1.7% annually.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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It is assumed that during the first part of the
planning period, Eugene’s jobs will grow at the
state’s forecasted rate for the county: 1.7% per year.
After 2023, is it assumed that the rate will reduce to
1.0%, slightly higher than Eugene’s projected 0.9%
population growth rate. These assumptions yield a
cumulative 20-year forecast of about 1.4%. This is
also equivalent to Eugene’s 1986-2010 employment
growth rate.
At a growth rate of 1.4%, Eugene will need to
accommodate about 35,800 new jobs over the next
20 years. This job growth will include approximately
11,300 industrial jobs, 3,000 government jobs, and
21,500 commercial jobs (18,000 office jobs and 3,500
retail jobs). Government jobs will be accommodated on public land that is, for the most part, inside the
current UGB. The exception to this is jobs with the Bethel School District on the site that is proposed for
a UGB expansion to accommodate a future school. Job growth is also expected to occur on lands already
owned by public entities as well as on lands planned for future growth by employers such as the University
of Oregon. For information on commercial and retail jobs, go to the Commercial Lands Technical Summary.

Economic Development Strategy
As of 2010, the average wage in Lane County was
11% below the state average, with the state average
lagging well behind the national average. This trend
in lower wages began in the late 1970’s as the wood
products industry declined and other manufacturing
jobs left the community. In response to this trend,
as well as growing unemployment in the region, the
Joint Elected Officials of Eugene, Springfield and Lane
County developed a Regional Prosperity Economic
Development Plan in 2010. This plan addresses two
goals: 1) reducing unemployment to levels below the
state average and 2) increasing the average wage to
a level above the state average. These goals, as well
as the community input received during the Envision
Eugene process, are the foundation of Eugene’s
economic development policy. Supporting strategies from the Plan include:
• Growing local opportunities – focus on incubating and growing local companies
• Energizing a creative economy – supporting entrepreneurs and start-ups
• Investing in tomorrow’s talent – educational and job training opportunities
• Providing basic business needs – ensuring available land, utilities and efficient permitting
• Identifying as a place to thrive – market and promote community as an attractive community for
business and employees
• Strengthening key industries – growth in jobs that fit our community and have good wages
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Key Industries
Based on research and analysis completed by the Lane Workforce Partnership, the Regional Prosperity
Plan identifies a series of key industries that have higher than average wages and a higher likelihood of
locating in the community. The Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce helped refine this effort by sponsoring
a consultant analysis of employment clusters. The industries that will be key to accomplishing our goal of
increasing our average wage include the following, many of which are already present in the community:
Clean Technology/Renewable Energy – solar, wind, biomass
Environmental Services – consulting, environmental clean-up
Waste Remediation – materials recovery, remediation services
Health & Wellness – care and treatment facilities
Specialized Manufacturing – electronics, transportation, wood products
Software/Information Technology Services – publishing, program development, data centers
Biosciences – research, laboratories, device design, manufacturing
Food Processing & Manufacturing – includes storage and distribution

Flexible Employment Lands
Some key industries such as Environmental Services, Health and Wellness, Biosciences or Software may need
lands that are more flexible in nature. This highlights the fact that some industries have business models
that are blurring the lines between industrial and commercial uses. While caution should be exercised to
ensure that large industrial parcels are protected, new “Flexible Employment Designation” or expanded
Campus Industrial uses would allow for a mixture of employment and provide for the types of hybrid uses
that sometimes have both industrial and commercial functions. This has become a common practice in
many other areas in response to the changing way in which businesses are structured and how they look for
available land. Further analysis will determine whether these changes should be implemented, and whether
they should be applied to industrial parcels larger than 3 acres.

Industrial Site Characteristics
Many of Eugene’s targeted industries have specific site
needs that guide their ability to locate in a community.
These include factors such as access to transportation
facilities and appropriate utilities, whether the site is flat
or sloped and site size. These and many other factors
were discussed at length by a group of local experts and
community members. Currently, Eugene cannot provide
the full range of sites that are needed by its targeted
industries.
All of the key industries could utilize sites that are larger
than 10 acres in size, and in some cases, larger than 50
acres, depending on the size of the business. The table below provides an overview of the range of site sizes
needed by these key industries.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Size Characteristics of Key Industries
Range of Site Needs
Key Industries

Less than 10 acres

10-20 acres

20-50 acres

50-100 acres

Clean Technology/
Renewable Energy
Environmental Services

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Waste Remediation

x

x

x

Health & Wellness

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Specialized Manufacturing
Software/Information
Technology
Biosciences
Food Processing &
Manufacturing

x

Eugene’s current supply of vacant industrial land is marked by an abundance of small sites and relatively
few large sites. In fact, 65% of our vacant industrial lands are comprised of sites smaller than 10 acres. The
table below documents the number of vacant industrial sites that are currently inside the Eugene UGB and
available for future industrial development, sorted by suitable, buildable site size.
Plan Designation

Less than 10 acres

10-20 acres

20-50 acres

50-100 acres

Campus Industrial

30

2

0

0

Light/Medium Industrial

66

1

3

0

Heavy Industrial

176

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

272

4

4

0

416

58

128

0

Special Heavy Industrial
Total Number of
Existing Sites
Total Number of
Existing Acres

Eugene does not currently have any vacant industrially designated sites larger than 50 acres inside the UGB
that have not been removed from the inventory or had their buildable acreage effectively reduced due
to known prohibitive constraints, such as Goal 5 protected resources. This table and accompanying map
illustrates that Eugene does not currently have an inventory of the types of the full range of size categories
typically utilized by our identified key industries. In particular, Eugene does not have any sites in the 50-75
and 75-100 acre size classes.
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Vacant Industrial Lands

Eugene

Eugene UGB
Vacant industrial lands
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´

Note: This map is based on imprecise source data, subject to change, and for general reference only.

In order to ensure that Eugene’s future land supply is consistent with the needs of key industries that are
targeted in our economic development strategies, we must look at the individual size classes of industrial
land. It will also be necessary to evaluate the physical characteristics of sites, to ensure that amenities such
as rail, highway access, and high capacity water and electrical service can be provided.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Projected Job Growth By Site Size Class
At a 1.4% annual growth rate, Eugene will add 11,260 industrial jobs by 2032. In order to evaluate site
needs, we must first disaggregate the overall jobs forecast into site size classes. Five classes of site size are
considered: 75-100 acres, 50-75 acres, 20-50 acres, 10-20 acres, and under 10 acres.
Historical consumption patterns can provide insight into future large site needs. Comparing data from a
1990 inventory of vacant industrial sites larger than 20 acres, three sites have been developed in the past 20
years that are larger than 50 acres. However, Eugene had a limited number of vacant sites in its inventory
during this time period. Evidence points to a strong likelihood that additional large lot industrial development – requiring at least two additional 50-acre sites – would have occurred in Eugene in the last 20 years,
had there been suitable sites. In summary:
• Numerous successful Eugene companies have left Eugene after finding no suitable large sites
to support their growth and expansion. Rexius, Peace Health, Grain Millers and Symantec all
chose to take some or all of their operations out of Eugene in recent years due to an absence
of large sites that would have met their needs. Other local companies such as Bulk Handling
Systems and Richardson Sports have expressed an interest in moving to a larger site to
consolidate or expand their operations, but due to a lack of suitable sites have decided to meet
their need on multiple lots around Eugene rather than leave the community.
• Additionally, we know that any company that has expressed to state economic development
officials their interest in sites larger than 50 acres has not typically been referred to Eugene given
our lack of available sites.
Since Eugene’s job growth on large sites has been constrained due to lack of availability, we must look to job
growth and land inventory statistics in comparable cities that have not been constrained.
Because it is part of the same local job market, Springfield is a reasonable first comparison. According to
Springfield’s Commercial and Industrial Buildable Lands Inventory and Economic Opportunities Analysis,
one-third of Springfield’s general industrial jobs are on sites larger than 20 acres; most of these jobs are on
sites larger than 50 acres.
Salem is another good comparison, since it has a population almost
identical to Eugene’s, and a similar location relative to I-5. According to the
Salem-Keizer Metropolitan Area Regional Economic Opportunities Analysis
2012-2032, Salem’s vacant industrial land inventory has a robust supply of
large lots, with 42% of vacant lands in sites larger than 20 acres.
If Eugene becomes able to provide a full range of site sizes, as Springfield
has historically done, it is assumed that Eugene’s job growth will distribute
in a manner similar to Springfield’s existing job distribution, with one-third
of job growth occurring on sites over 20 acres. The end results of the land
need analysis can be crosschecked against Salem’s vacant industrial land
inventory as a second test.
Center for Medical Education and
Research at Sacred Heart Medical Center
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The assumed job growth distribution for Eugene is as follows:
Industrial Site Size Class
(Suitable Buildable Acres)

Percent of New Jobs
in Class Size

Approx. Jobs in
Size Class

>75

10%

1,126

50-75
20-50

11%
12%

1,239
1,351

10-20

12%

1,351

<10

55%

6,193

TOTAL

100%

11,260

The next step in the process is to translate these job growth allocations into specific site needs. The most
common way to measure land need is the employees per acre (EPA) measure – a determination of how
many employees will fit onto each net acre of industrial land.
Overall, Eugene’s developed industrial plan-designated land has an average EPA of 13. However, this
analysis is not a valid determination of actual industrial development densities, because it did not exclude
the higher density commercial development that is found on many industrial sites. A survey of heavy
industrial areas including larger sites in the Hwy 99, North Eugene, Enid Drive, and Prairie Road areas
indicated employment densities of 6, 3, 5 and 7 EPA respectively. A light industrial area in west Eugene,
including a greater number of smaller sites, indicated an EPA of 17.
It is assumed that industrial sites will develop at densities of 6 to 14 EPA. As noted above, industrial
development in Eugene occurs at both above and below the 6 to 14 EPA densities, but these are assumed
to be reasonable bookends. These bookends can be used to determine a range of needed sites in each of
the size categories. From within this range, the number of actual needed sites can be determined.

Sites Under 10 Acres
The job demand for this category is 6,193 jobs. Because these sites are so numerous, it is more practical to
aggregate capacity and demand, instead of considering each site separately. To quantify potential capacity
on parcels under 10 acres as a single figure, as opposed to a range, an average industrial employment
density of 10 EPA is assumed (the midpoint of the 6 to 14 range considered previously).

Vacant
Land

Eugene has 416 acres of vacant industrial land in sites smaller than 10 acres. However, as
explained later in this report, it is assumed that some of these small sites will be assembled to
create four 10-20 acre sites. Subtracting about 60 acres for site assembly, 356 acres remain.
Based on an EPA of 10, these lands can accommodate about 3,560 jobs.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Some jobs will locate on lands that are currently developed, through removal or expansion
of existing buildings. Redevelopment rates are difficult to estimate accurately, and not all
Redevelopment
redevelopment leads to an increase in jobs. An analysis of Eugene’s commercial lands using a
parcel-specific redevelopment tool showed that over the 20-year planning period, only 325
new jobs can be expected on commercial non-medical office and retail lands under baseline redevelopment
assumptions. It may be reasonable to assume that industrial lands will be similar to commercial lands in
redevelopment potential. The preliminary recommendation is that 5% of all industrial jobs siting on parcels
under 10 acres in size will be accommodated through redevelopment – which is 310 jobs – about the same
number as was found to be reasonable for commercial redevelopment.
Additional industrial jobs will be added to buildings that are vacant or that have additional
space to add more employees. This is particularly true of businesses that lost jobs during the
recent recession. Not including the 1,400 Hynix jobs, (because Hynix is on a site larger than
10 acres that is separately accounted for), Eugene lost about 4,934 industrial jobs from 2006.
Most of these jobs should be able to be refilled in existing built space. However, refill of built industrial
space is not as efficient as refill of commercial space, since industrial sites are often custom-built for
special purposes. It is assumed that due to re-purposing inefficiencies, built space will refill to only 70%
of pre-recession capacity. At a 70% refill rate, existing spaces on sites smaller than 10 acres will be able to
accommodate approximately 3,454 industrial jobs.
Existing
Built
Space

Remaining Surplus Capacity
The total capacity of lands under 10 acres, including vacant land, redevelopment and refill, is about 7,324
jobs. Since only 6,193 jobs are expected on these lands, there is a surplus capacity of 1,130 jobs, or 113 acres
(at 10 EPA). There are other uses that may be more appropriate for these surplus small industrial lots. These
include:
• Infrastructure facility needs, as described in the Public Land Technical Summary
• Commercial uses in the campus industrial zone as described in the Commercial Land
Technical Summary
• Commercial uses in industrial designated areas in West Eugene, as described in the Commercial
Land Technical Summary

10-20 Acre Sites
The job demand for this category is 1,351 jobs. At an EPA of 6, and parcel sizes on the small end of the 10-20
acre range, Eugene would need about 23 sites in this category. At an EPA of 14, and parcel sizes on the large
end of the 10-20 acre range, Eugene would need 5 sites in this category. The recommended number of 1020 acre sites is 15.
Vacant
Land

Redevelopment
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Eugene has 4 vacant industrial sites in the 10-20 acre category.

Two 10-20 acre sites are assumed to provide future capacity through redevelopment and
infill. One is the second fabrication plant pad at the Hynix site. The second has not been
specifically identified, but it seems reasonable to assume this is feasible, since 18% of
Eugene’s developed industrial land is in this size class.
Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo

Eugene will actively pursue a strategy of creating new industrial sites through brownfield
remediation and/or site assembly. An Industrial Land Trust is an idea that has been discussed
that may prove to be a valuable implementation tool for this strategy. In 2011, the City
applied for a grant from the Federal Environmental Protection Agency for funding to
inventory and catalog brownfield sites within the UGB. Additional grant funding and research into the
formation of an Industrial Land Trust will be undertaken.
Parcel Assembly
and Brownfield
Clean-up

These efforts will take many years to materialize.  However, it is tentatively assumed that over the 20-year
planning period, up to four 10-20 acre industrial sites could be created through this strategy. As previously
noted, the approximately 60 acres of parcelized land needed to create these four sites has been deducted
from the “Under 10 Acres” category. A feasibility assessment may be conducted prior to finalizing this
recommendation.

Remaining Need
After accounting for vacant capacity, redevelopment and parcel assembly, there is a remaining need for 5
additional 10-20 acre sites. This need must be met outside the UGB.

20-50 Acre Sites
The job demand for this category is 1,351 jobs. At an EPA of 6, and parcel sizes on the small end of the 20-50
acre range, Eugene would need about 11 sites in this category. At an EPA of 14, and parcel sizes on the large
end of the 20-50 acre range, Eugene would need about 2 sites in this category. The recommended number
of 20-50 acre sites is 7.
Vacant
Land

Redevelopment

Eugene has 4 vacant industrial sites in the 20-50 acre category. Two of these are constrained
and of questionable appeal to prospective businesses, but nevertheless must be counted in
the inventory.

The Hynix building is assumed to redevelop as an additional 20-50 acre site.

Remaining Need
After accounting for vacant capacity and redevelopment there is a remaining need for two additional 20-50
acre sites This need must be met outside the UGB.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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50-75 Acre Sites
The job demand for this category is 1,239 jobs. At an EPA of 6, and parcel sizes on the small end of the 50-75
acre range, Eugene would need 4 sites in this category. At an EPA of 14, and parcel sizes on the large end of
the 50-75 acre range, Eugene would need 2 sites in this category. The recommended number of 50-75 acre
sites is 3. Because there is no vacant land, refill or redevelopment potential in this size class, this need must
be met outside the UGB.

75-100 Acre Sites
The job demand for this category is 1,126 jobs. At an EPA of 6, and parcel sizes on the small end of the 75100 acre range, Eugene would need 2 sites in this category. At an EPA of 14, and parcel sizes on the large
end of the 75-100 acre range, Eugene would need 1 site in this category. The recommended number of
75-100 acre sites is 2. Because there is no vacant land, refill or redevelopment potential in this size class, this
need must be met outside the UGB.

Summary of Remaining Need
UGB
Expansion

After accounting for vacant land, refill, redevelopment and infill capacity, there is a
remaining need in four of the industrial site size classes:
• 10-20 acres = 5 sites of about 15 acres (approximately 75 acres)
• 20-50 acres = 1 site of about 25 acres (approximately 25 acres)
• 50-75 acres = 3 sites of about 60 acres (approximately 180 acres)
• 75-100 acres = 2 sites of about 85 acres (approximately 170 acres)

Therefore , there is a total remaining need of approximately 475 suitable buildable acres of industrial
land. This remaining need will be accommodated through a UGB expansion for industrial land. It is
important to understand that “suitable buildable acres” are those needed after deductions are taken for
streets, infrastructure, protected natural resources and other constraints. For this reason, the actual area for
expansion may need to be larger than 475 acres to allow for provision of services and protection of natural
resources.
Eugene and Salem are almost identical in population, and are similarly situated in the Willamette Valley and
along I-5. Below is a comparison of Eugene’s vacant industrial land supply (after the above-listed additional
large sites are provided), and Salem’s existing supply. There is close correlation not only between the overall
total, but also within the four categories of site sizes. This crosscheck helps demonstrate the reasonableness
of Eugene’s recommended plan.
Site Size Category
(net area)
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Eugene

Vacant Suitable, Buildable Industrial Land Supply
(After Expansion)

Salem

Existing Vacant
Industrial Supply

Already in UGB

Approx. Expansion

Total

10-20

58

75

133

179

20-50
50-75

118
0

50
180

178
180

216
120

>75

0

170

170

167

TOTAL

176

475

651

682

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo

Another crosscheck is that the analysis results in a
20-year need for five sites over 50 acres. This is equal
to the three sites actually consumed over the last
20 years, plus two more large sites that would have
been consumed by Grain Millers and Rexius, if they
had been able to find suitable sites inside the city.
Eugene’s potential 20-year historical consumption of
large sites is likely even higher than five, due to other
missed opportunities besides Grain Millers and Rexius.
While these are harder to document, it must be
acknowledged that Eugene’s low inventory of suitable
sites had some effect on large site consumption rates.

Industrial Land Expansion Area
Based on preliminary expansion area analysis following the requirements outlined in state law, as well as
local expert and community member analysis of the needs of key industries, the area tentatively proposed
for a UGB expansion to accommodate industrial lands is located in NW Eugene between Clear Lake Rd
and the existing UGB, stretching north to include areas between Hwy 99 and the Eugene Airport north to
Awbrey Lane.
Additional analysis of the natural resources in the proposed expansion areas is underway and will result in a
refined expansion recommendation, in accordance with the alternative analysis process laid out in state law.
More information about expansion is included in the Expansion Areas Technical Summary on page 4-33.
Besides meeting size requirements, candidate sites may need other characteristics, such as rail, highway
access, and high-capacity water and electrical service. Detailed assessments of candidate sites will be made
later in the process. Plans for providing and paying for public infrastructure must also be evaluated, as well
as overlay zones for protecting large industrial sites from further division, or conversion to non-industrial
uses.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Urban Growth Boundary Expansion Summary
Eugene’s urban growth boundary (UGB) has
accommodated the city’s housing, employment,
park and school needs for the past 30 years. With
the exception of two minor expansions, Eugene’s
UGB has remained essentially unchanged since its
establishment in 1982. By embracing the concept
of compact development and by using land
efficiently, Eugene has been able to maintain its
UGB.
As we look ahead to the next 20 years, the
Envision Eugene recommendation focuses on
accommodating most of the future housing,
employment, parks and school needs inside
the current UGB. No expansions are proposed
for commercial activities or multi-family
housing. These uses will be accommodated on
undeveloped and partially developed properties
inside the UGB, and through redevelopment in the
downtown, along key transit corridors and in core
Current Urban Growth Boundary
commercial areas.
Four types of land uses are proposed to be partially accommodated through a modest UGB expansion.
These uses are: parks, schools, industrial jobs, and single-family housing. Expansion of the UGB must follow
the analysis process outlined in state law. Lands that must be considered first include those that are already
designated or planned by Lane County for rural residential, rural commercial or rural industrial use. These
are referred to as “first priority” study areas. Lands zoned for farm or forest use are the last priority for consideration as potential expansion areas.
The following factors must be considered in the study areas to determine if they are suitable to be
developed for urban uses:
• Topographical and natural constraints such as wetlands, steep slopes, protected natural resources
and floodplain
• Public utilities and services availability
• Land use patterns, including street layout and development patterns
• Compatibility with surrounding uses
• Suitability of the land for the intended use

Lands for Parks and Schools
The future need for land for parks and schools
is based on long-range planning efforts by local
school districts, the University of Oregon, the City
of Eugene and other utility providers. Some of the
land needed for these uses will be included inside
Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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the current UGB, while other uses specifically require expansion to address the need. A total of 322 acres of
expansion land is needed for parks and schools. This includes 242 acres owned by the City of Eugene for
developing community parks at Golden Gardens (223 acres) and Santa Clara (19 acres) and 80 acres owned
by Bethel School District for a new school site. More information about public lands can be found in the
Technical Summary on page 4-13.

Land for Parks and Schools
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Much of our industrial land need can be
Land for Jobs
accommodated on existing lands in West
Eugene and along Highway 99. Strategies
to increase the capacity for jobs on those
lands include making the city zoning code
more flexible and consolidating and prepare
brownfield sites for redevelopment. After
doing all we can to utilize lands inside the
current UGB as efficiently as possible, there is
still a remaining need for 12 industrial job sites
(approximately 475 acres) outside the current
UGB. The actual number of acres required for
a UGB expansion depends on natural features
and site constraints of the expansion site.
More information about industrial lands can be
found in the Technical Summary on page 4.21.
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Land for Single-Family Homes
Over 90 percent of the community’s projected single-family housing
need can be accommodated within the current UGB, predominately
through the development of vacant lots, additional development of
partially vacant lots, and re-designation of land. To accommodate the
remaining single-family housing need of 910 homes, an expansion of
the UGB by approximately 350 acres is required. The actual amount of
acreage needed to accommodate these homes will depend on the characteristics of the expansion areas,
including natural resources, slopes and development patterns. More information about single-family lands
inside the UGB can be found in the Technical Summary on page 4.1.
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Expansion Study Areas for Single-Family Homes
Based on an analysis of the “first priority”
study areas (identified on the map at
right), the two areas circled in blue - Bailey
Hill/Gimpl Hill and Crest/Chambers- are
recommended as options for potential
expansion to accommodate single-family
housing. Additionally, a third area - Clear
Lake - is also recommended as an option for
potential expansion (circled in red). While
not a “first priority” area, this area is located
between land proposed for expansion for
parks and schools, and therefore would be
necessary to include in the UGB to create a
logical boundary.
The remaining “first priority” study areas
were excluded for several reasons, including:
• not being contiguous to the
existing UGB;
• lack of compatibility with surrounding land uses;
• significant difficulty in providing
urban levels of utilities and services; and
• the presence of significant natural
constraints.
The Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill study area is located adjacent to the southwestern edge of the current UGB. This
rural residential area is characterized by moderate slopes and some protected natural resources. The adjacent area within the UGB is planned for single-family residential use. While there are some challenges in
providing water and waste water services to this area, because services must be extended to serve adjacent
areas within the UGB, efficiencies can be gained by including this area in the UGB. Capacity for new singlefamily homes in this area is estimated to be up to 800 homes, depending on the extent of expansion.
The Crest/Chambers study area is one of the largest areas of “first priority” lands adjacent to the UGB. This
rural residential area is located at the end of Chambers Street along the southern edge of the existing UGB.
The area is characterized by moderate slopes and protected natural resources, and is adjacent to single-family development within the UGB. Although water and waste water services can be provided, the estimated
costs of providing the necessary infrastructure would likely be much more expensive than the other two
areas. Capacity for new homes in this area is estimated to be up to 1,250 homes, depending on the extent of
expansion.
The Clear Lake study area is located on the south side of Clear Lake Road, west of Highway 99. Because of
its location relative to other expansion areas (it is essentially surrounded by land proposed to be brought
into the UGB for parks, schools, and industrial), it would need to be included in the UGB to create a logical
boundary and potentially provide services to these areas. Utilities could be extended without difficultly to
serve this area. This area is flat, contains some protected natural resources, is adjacent to future park, school
and employment sites, and has an estimated capacity of 520 single-family homes.
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Summary of Housing Capacity
Study Area

Acres

Estimated Housing Capacity

Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill

up to 400 acres

up to 800 homes

Crest/Chambers

up to 775 acres

up to 1,250 homes

Clear Lake

up to 150 acres

up to 520 homes

Expansion Recommendation for Housing
Based on the need for 910 single-family homes and the estimated capacity of the study areas, there are
options for where the UGB can be expanded to accommodate these homes. It is recommended that the
majority of the UGB expansion for single-family housing occur in the Clear Lake study area and a portion
occur in the Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill study area. In both areas, compatibility with nearby development, relative
costs and efficiencies in providing utilities, limited presence of protected natural resources, and proximity
to parkland are factors that make these areas appealing for residential expansion. The following table
estimates the number of homes and the resulting number of acres that will be needed in the two areas for
expansion. Additional analysis of the natural resources and utilities of the proposed expansion areas are
underway and will result in a refined expansion recommendation.
Study Area

Estimated Acres

Estimated Number of Homes

Clear Lake

~150 acres

~520 homes

Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill

~200 acres

~390 homes

Total

~350 acres

~910 homes

Because services will not be immediately available to any of these areas, development will not happen for
several years. Regardless of which areas are ultimately included in the UGB for single-family residential use,
detailed planning coordinated by the City, to determine the appropriate location of utilities, services, parks
and streets, will occur before development can happen. This planning will help ensure that the land is used
efficiently, that the provision of utilities and services is coordinated, that significant natural features are
adequately protected and that development patterns are compatible with nearby areas. Complimentary
uses, including small amounts of neighborhood commercial or multi-family housing may also be appropriate
to consider in these areas through the planning process.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Summary of Expansion Needs for All Land Uses
Through the efforts of Envision Eugene, the majority of our 20 year land needs for housing, employment,
parks and schools will be accommodated within the existing UGB.
Expansion Need

Estimated Expansion Amount

Land for Jobs

12 sites (~475 acres)*

Land for Parks and Schools

322 acres

Land for Homes

910 homes (~350 acres)**

This translates into a modest UGB expansion (an approximate 3% increase) to accommodate our remaining
parks, school, industrial and single-family housing land needs.
Current Population in
Eugene UGB

179,000 people

Current Number of Acres
in Eugene UGB

34,484 acres

Increase in Population
over 20 years

34,000

Increase in Acres over
20 years

~1,150 acres

Percent Increase in
Population

19%

Approximate Percentage
Increase in Acres

3%

* Land for jobs acreage is based on representative examples and should be used for illustrative purposes only.
** Land for homes acreage is subject to change following additional analysis of the capacity of expansion areas, natural resource inventories and an update of the
buildable inventory.
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Envision Eugene - Technical Summaries

Adaptable, Flexible and
Collaborative Implementation
As a result of Envision Eugene, we will have a local plan that reflects the community’s vision for the next
twenty years, implementation tools to achieve this vision, and a Eugene-specific urban growth boundary.
This plan will be based on well-founded assumptions about what will happen in the future. However, not
all of the assumptions will be correct. The City’s plan will need to be flexible enough to address changing
conditions and needs in the community. New housing, demographic or economic trends, changes in federal
or state law or policies, or shifts in community preferences could impact the community’s vision or the
ability to achieve the vision.  To ensure that the plan and implementation tools remain effective, desirable
and relevant, ongoing monitoring and adjusting of the plan and tools must occur.

Monitoring the Plan
To determine the success of Envision Eugene, it will be important to measure the effectiveness of actions
taken to accommodate Eugene’s future growth. To measure progress, we will create a monitoring system
based on the specific variables, goals and objectives of the plan, and collect data to support this monitoring.
For example, a specific mix of housing types will be planned for as part of Envision Eugene. To evaluate or
measure the success of achieving that housing mix, the City will need to collect data showing the number
of new single-family homes built and the number of new multi-family homes built over a specific period
of time. In general, the objective is to collect data that will answer the right questions, such as whether
a strategy has been successful or if the outcomes match the assumptions relied upon as part of Envision
Eugene. A list of some of the key items the city will track is included on the next page.
To maintain transparency,
monitoring reports will be publicly
available in an easy to read format
to assist with the evaluation of
the effectiveness of the Envision
Eugene strategies’ effectiveness.
It is important to note that some
measures, such as community
satisfaction with certain outcomes
and the experience of property
owners with development or
redevelopment of their property,
will be more subjective than
others.

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Data to be collected for Ongoing Monitoring
Issues/Goals/Objective

Key Factors/Data

Population

Portland State University annual estimate
(extrapolate for UGB)

Supply of Available Land
Residential Development Trends
(permit data)

Acres of vacant and partially vacant land (by Plan Designation)

General Residential Trends

• Vacancy rate
• Household size
• Group quarters units
• Demolitions
• Subsidized units
• Multiple Unit Property Tax Exemption units
• Units through Opportunity Siting

Housing Mix

• Number of single-family detached units constructed
• Number of single-family attached units constructed
• Number of multi-family units constructed

Housing Affordability

• Housing cost as percentage of income (US Census)
• Average wage
• Housing and transportation affordability index*

Employment Development Trends
(permit data)

• Type of land developed (vacant, partially vacant, developed)
• Density (Oregon state data)
• Structure type (single use versus mixed use)
• Structure size (total square feet)
• Commercial redevelopment (additions that add capacity)
• Lot size
• Plan Designation/Zoning
• Location
• Net to gross (i.e., amount of street right-of-way needed)
• Home office/non-employment zone*
• Use type (office, retail, industrial)

General Employment Trends

• Employment growth forecast
• Number of jobs (* if for Eugene only)
• Average wage (* if for Eugene only)
• Unemployment rate (* if for Eugene only)
• Vacancy rate*

Regional Indicators

• Residential construction data in surrounding cities*
• Residential sales/price data in surrounding cities*

Other Pillar Strategies
Other New Data

• 20-Minute Neighborhood Index*

• Type of land developed (vacant, partially vacant, developed)
• Redevelopment rate/amount
• Density
• Structure type (e.g., duplex, apartment, cottage cluster, alley-access,
secondary dwelling, manufactured home)
• Structure size (total square feet)
• Lot size (and number/type of lot where relevant)
• Plan Designation/Zoning
• Location
• Net to gross (measures how much street right-of-way is needed for
  different types of development)

• Building footprint (Geographic Information System)*
• Parking spaces
• Vehicle trips

*New and/or complex collection method needed.
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Adjusting the Plan
Because the Envision Eugene Plan will be based in part on assumptions and projections, it will need to
be adaptable to changing conditions.  Having a flexible plan ensures that the city can effectively respond
to unexpected events, new regulations, or code changes that impact land use. Regular evaluations will
help to determine how close we are to meeting our goals, and will inform adjustments to the plan. These
evaluations will be based on monitoring reports that will address the following:
• At least every five years, evaluate the effectiveness    
of the Envision Eugene strategies.
• At least every five years, consider the evaluations
and determine whether the comprehensive plan
and implementation tools should be adjusted.
Some factors may require a longer time-frame
  than five years to evaluate their effectiveness.
• Consider phasing of public services to expansion
areas in accordance with monitoring and evaluation results. The Capital Improvement Plan and
annexation policies provide existing tools to manage the efficient extension of public utilities.
• Identify and respond to any impacts that future  
regulations and programs may have on the
buildable land supply.
The evaluation measures listed above balance the need
to be responsive to unexpected changes with the need
to ensure that we make adjustments only in response to
data that is indicative of new long-term trends. We know
that factors such as population growth and employment
growth are often dependent on long-term economic
cycles. Tracking these trends and their impacts on the
key factors is important, but knowing when to make
corresponding changes to plans and policies is essential.
Examples of actions that could be considered as a result of actual conditions differing from those assumed
at the completion of the plan include:

• Adoption of additional or modified strategies
• Re-designation of land within the UGB
• Additional expansion of the UGB
• Extension of the time period for which the existing UGB will be sufficient
• Changes in the timing of the extension of public utilities to new areas within the UGB

Links referenced in this document can be found at envisioneugene.org/Additionalinfo
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Implementation Tools
The Envision Eugene Plan will also provide new tools to address emerging needs, and to streamline future
planning efforts.  The city will use a variety of implementation tools that clearly align with the community’s
vision in the plan. These tools will be reviewed and revised on an ongoing basis to ensure they have the
desired outcome and are not barriers to achieving the vision. As we monitor and make adjustments, we
will collaborate with the community and our partners to ensure that the plan and implementation tools
continue to reflect the community’s vision.
Code Improvement Program
We will create an ongoing program to improve and simplify the land use code through a collaborative
process. Amendments will range from revisions that provide clarification or are in response to new state
laws or case law, as well as broader changes to ensure that our regulations remain in alignment with the
community vision described in Envision Eugene. Public input and Planning Commission direction will
be utilized to prioritize amendments and inform revisions to the code. Opportunities to stream-line the
amendment process that do not impede public input will also be sought.
Broad Spectrum of Implementation Tools
For development to happen in line with the community vision it is not enough to plan and zone for it; we
need a comprehensive approach that includes a creative spectrum of tools. Although regulations will play
an important role in our implementation efforts, market studies and recent experience tells us that the City
needs to provide a broad spectrum of incentives or assistance to realize development and redevelopment
consistent with the vision, and that different areas will require different tools and levels of assistance.  This
spectrum of tools involves both existing and new tools, and includes:
• Area Planning: Area plans, such as neighborhood plans, expansion area master plans, and refinement
plans, will integrate land use, transportation, parking, design, parks and open space, infrastructure,
and existing historical, cultural and natural resources. Area planning will recognize the unique
characteristics of each area and provide local consideration and treatment in planning, and as
necessary, in the land use code.
• New Regulatory Tools: One expected outcome of the area planning efforts will be new regulatory
implementation tools, such as new overlay or special area zones, and form-based codes or alternative
review paths. These tools are aimed at increasing design flexibility, while addressing compatibility.
• Design Based Tools: Emphasis will be placed on design and compatibility, including creation of an
Urban Design Guide, design review, and other design standards that are consistent with Envision
Eugene.  We will intentionally integrate the concepts of design and compatibility into planning efforts
and regulatory improvements.
• Removal of Code Barriers: We will proactively remove or revise regulations that impede good design,
desired uses, or building forms.
• Land Re-Designations: Areas of town that are currently designated for one use, but are better
suited to another will be re-designated. Examples include re-designating areas that are currently
planned for multi-family housing to single-family housing, and re-designating areas that are currently
planned for industrial land to commercial land with the purpose of enabling housing and commercial
redevelopment of these sites. We will look for other opportunities to change the planned use of a
property where it makes sense and is in alignment with the community’s vision.
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• Collaboration: We will be conducting pilot projects to demonstrate how developers, neighbors,
and the City can come together to foster best outcomes. We will seek assistance from developers,
neighbors and others to identify focus areas for pilot projects that are ready for change, economically
viable, and poised for success. We will continue to look proactively for partnership opportunities.
• Infrastructure Improvements: We will make targeted investments in public infrastructure such as
parks, plazas, street designs, sidewalks, parking, underground utilities and bicycle/pedestrian paths, as
these can raise the value of an area and attract private investment for redevelopment.
• Transit Improvements: Through technical support and infrastructure improvements, we will continue
supporting Lane Transit District’s efforts to complete the planned EmX bus rapid transit system along
key transit corridors.
• Development District: We will continue to explore the formation of a Compact Urban Development
District, similar to downtown’s tax increment financing tool, to reduce the financial and regulatory
obstacles to developing key transit corridors and core commercial areas.
• Financial Assistance: One of the biggest barriers to innovative, compact or mixed-use development
and redevelopment is securing financing. Given the City’s challenging budget conditions, creative
financial strategies are needed. We are proposing a spectrum of assistance, such as implementing
variable system development charges for projects in key transit corridors and core commercial areas
and applying additional incentives such as tax incentives, loan programs and public/private lending
partnerships.
Strengthen Partnerships
As we move forward with plan implementation, we will continue collaborative planning with our partner
agencies to ensure that the plan, its tools, and other planning efforts continue to reflect the community
vision.  This may include, but is not limited to, efforts such as regional public facilities and services provision,
regional transportation/climate planning, regional employment center creation, and protection of highvalue farm land and natural resources.
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